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Preamble
Chapter 4 is the "Village South Development Code." It consists of standards and guidelines that implement the intended urban
patterns, public realm environment, and the physical design, character and uses of all buildings and site improvements.
Standards are provided for elements and topics that lend themselves to quantitative controls. Degrees of flexibility are built
into these standards to enable designs for each project to respond to site conditions, phasing, and economic conditions while
ensuring that each building or project fits into and contributes to the whole of Village South and the greater Village area.
Guidelines are intended to be used in the discretionary review of proposed buildings and places. These are integrated and
coordinated with the standards in the Code, focused on elements and topics which are better controlled with qualitative
guidance through the City's review process.
This chapter is guided by the planning principles described in Chapter 1:
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•

Vital Mix of Uses

•

Complete Street Network

•

Human-Scaled Design

•

Walkable Block Structure

•

Village-Scale Architecture

•

Pedestrian-Oriented Frontages

•

Strong Local Landscape

•

Shared Parking

•

Sustainable Design

•

Community Health

•

Historic Preservation
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4.1 Intent & Applicability
A. Intent

B. Applicability
1. Overview. The Village South Code applies to all

2.

parcels identified in Figure 4.2 (Site Regulating Plan).
Development standards and guidelines are also
provided in Sections 4.3 through 4.8. Public realm
standards and guidelines comprise the following
two sections, 4.9 and 4.10. Lastly, Architectural and
Landscape Design Guidelines, which are applicable to
all projects, are provided in Section 4.11. Definitions
supplemental to those in the Claremont Municipal Code
(CMC) are provided in Section 4.12 ‐ Glossary.
Review. All development is subject to Architectural
Review (see CMC § 16.300). Except for existing lots
less than 200 feet in depth and fronting onto Indian
Hill Boulevard, Arrow Highway, or Bucknell Street, all
development is subject to the Precise Plan process
outlined in Chapter 6.3.

3. Rules of Construction. The following general rules of
construction apply to the text of this code:
a. Headings. Section and subsection headings shall
not be deemed to govern, limit, modify, or in any
matter affect the scope, meaning, or intent of any
provision.
b. Illustrations. In case of any difference of meaning
or implication between the text of any provision
and any illustration or photograph, the text shall
control, unless the intent of the code is clearly
otherwise.
c. Terms. "Shall" is always mandatory, "may" is
permissive, and "should" is advisory, identifying
guidance.

4. Development Standards & Design Guidelines.
a. Development Standards. These are regulatory,
and are to be used by staff as criteria by which to
either approve or deny a project.

C. Development Program Tiers
b. Design Guidelines. Design guidelines are provided
to supplement and refine the development
standards on aspects that are more appropriately
described and addressed through qualitative and
advisory information rather than quantitative
standards. They are to help implement the
intended form and character by serving as a guide
for review of development applications, and are
applied through the Architectural Review process
outlined in Chapter 16.300 of the CMC.

5. Existing Requirements. The Village South Code
replaces existing land use designations and zoning
for all property within the VSSP Area but relies on the
following existing requirements and procedures: all
permit processes, Nonconforming Uses (CMC 16.400),
Architectural Review procedures (CMC 16.300), and
Glossary of Definitions (CMC 16.900) with added
definitions to support the Village South Code (Section
4.12). If a matter is not covered in this code, the CMC
shall apply; in the event of overlapping or conflicting
requirements, the requirements of this code shall
prevail.

6. Director. Throughout the Village South Code, "Director"
means the Director of Community Development or
designee.

As outlined in Section 3.4 ‐ Development Programs, two
potential programs are available. Both are subject to
all applicable standards and guidelines of this code.
Additionally, developers who elect to build under Tier 1
are responsible for the provision of baseline community
benefits listed in Table 4.1. For more information on the
Tier 2 development program process and eligible public
benefits, see Section 6.9.

Are Tier 2 Bonuses sought?
See Sections 3.4, 4.3.E.3, and 6.9.

Continuous Shopfronts in the Shopfront Required
Overlay. See 4.2.C.1.
Specified amount of office area. See Chapter 6.
New connections shown in Figure 4.2, per Street Design
standards of Section 4.9 and Paseo standards of 4.10.E.
A Green or Plaza in front of the Vortox building and a
second Public Open Space as shown in Fig. 4.10. See
also Section 4.10.

Identify Zone of parcel

4.2

NO

YES

See Sections 3.4.B, 4.3.E.3, and 6.9 to
understand the Community Benefits
Building Volume Bonus Program, and plan
on providing one or more of the following:

Comply with:
Tier 1 Program Required Benefits
Placement & Massing Standards
Open Space Standards
Parking Area Standards
Use Standards
Signage Standards
Public Open Space Standards
Architectural & Landscaping Guidelines

4.1.C
4.3
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.10
4.11

7. Physical Form and Character. The intended physical
form and character of Village South is based on a variety
of characteristics that vary in response to the adjoining
KGI campus and other neighboring contexts. One
height overlay and two frontage overlays are provided
to modulate the size, scale, and frontage character in
response to this context and community expectations,
shaping physical design and uses with coordinated
standards and guidelines.

8. Deviations from Standards. In some instances, it may
be practical to deviate from the prescribed forms while
still meeting the vision of the Plan and the intent of the
standards. As part of the project review, applicants may
apply for the approval of a Minor Exception Permit or
Variance. Projects requiring Precise Plans are allowed
further deviations (see Chapter 6.3).

Retail-Ready frontages in the
Flex Overlay
Sections 4.2.B and 6.9
Public open space(s)
Sections 4.10, & 6.9
More office space than required
in Tier 1 Program
Section 6.9
Affordable housing
Section 6.9

Identify Frontage Overlay of parcel

4.2

Comply with:
Frontage Standards
Use Standards

4.4
4.7

Determine whether parcel is within the
Height Overlay
4.3.E

Convertible parking structure
Section 6.9
Sustainability features
Section 6.9
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Table 4.1 Tier 1 Program Required Benefits

D. How to Use this Code

Eligible Benefits for Tier 2 Bonuses

The Village South Code regulates the development and uses
of individual lots and buildings in Village South to create
a new urban neighborhood of pedestrian-oriented and
mixed-use streets with a variety of housing types.

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Comply with whichever applicable:
Tier 1 Projects
Figure & Table 4.3.E.1
Figure & Table 4.3.E.2
Tier 2 Projects
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4.2 Site Regulating Plan & Zoning
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Introduction
The Site Regulating Plan establishes three zones, two frontage overlays, new required connections, and planned public open
spaces. The zones control allowed uses and some height limits, and the frontage overlays control the ground floors of buildings
(required buildout, frontage type, and allowed uses) as well as where certain ground-floor uses will qualify for building volume
bonuses. Required connections show where new thoroughfares (whether vehicular or not) will break up the block. Each of
these elements are briefly discussed below. A separate regulating plan specific to allowed building heights is located in Section
4.3.E ‐ Building Height.

2. Flex Overlay (F-O). Where identified on the Site
Regulating Plan, the dashed red lines denote where
building retail-ready ground-floors (see Section 4.4.H)
makes a project eligible for Tier 2 building volume
bonuses (see Sections 3.4.B and 6.9). To be eligible to
secure Tier 2 bonuses, Retail-Ready ground floors
must be built at shown (Flex Overlay) locations and be
contiguous. Every effort should be made to have RetailReady ground floors that qualify the builder for Tier 2
occur on both sides of the street. Uses are allowed by
zone. Paseos are allowed subject to the standards and
guidelines of Section 4.10.E).

some height limits.

1. Village South Core (VS-C). This zone is intended to be

2.

3.

an extension of the Claremont Village environment,
with active ground floors, and housing & office space
upstairs.
Village South General (VS-G). This is a transitional
urban neighborhood zone, with a mix of housing and
office spaces, and some service-oriented ground-floor
uses.
Village South Edge (VS-E). Buildings in this zone
are meant to transition to adjacent residential
neighborhoods. Retail, service, and office uses are
encouraged, though housing is anticipated to be the
primary use of this zone.

B. Overlays
The Site Regulating Plan shows a solid red and a dashed
red line along some block faces. These pertain to building
placement, frontages, and ground floor use.

1. Shopfront Overlay (S-O). Where identified on the Site
Regulating Plan, the solid red "Shopfront Required"
lines denote where continuous ground-floor Shopfronts
are required (see Sections 4.4.H.5‐12), and where only
uses permitted in the 'SR' column of Table 4.7 ‐ Allowed
Uses are allowed. At least 80% of the frontage in these
locations must be between shopfront piers. Uses
permitted along this frontage are intended to be retail
in nature and similar to uses permitted in the Village
and Village Expansion. Paseos are allowed (see Section
4.10.E).
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Zones
VS-Core Zone
VS-General Zone
VS-Edge Zone

A. Zones
The VSSP contains 3 zones, which regulate allowed uses and

Fig. 4.2 Site Regulating Plan

C. Connections

Overlays
Shopfront Overlay
Flex Overlay

Connections
Required Street
Connection
Required Street
Connection
(Alignment May Vary)
Required Connection
(Alignment May Vary)

The Site Regulating Plan (Figure 4.2) identifies the locations
where new connections are required. See Section 4.9 for
additional thoroughfare requirements.

1. Required Street Connection. (Alignment Fixed).
Where identified on the Site Regulating Plan, a new
street (vehicular) connection into Village South must be
provided at the specified location.

2. Required Street Connection. (Alignment May Vary).

3.

Where identified on the Site Regulating Plan, a new
street (vehicular) connection into Village South must
be provided, but the alignment may vary, subject to the
discretion of the Director.
Required Connection. (Alignment May Vary). Where
identified on the Site Regulating Plan, a new connection
(vehicular or pedestrian-only) into Village South must
be provided within 100 feet of the specified location.
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4.3 Placement, Massing & Height
A. Applicable to All Lots

B. Building Placement

1. Building Orientation & Access. All street-adjacent

4. Articulation. Deep, well-proportioned, and detailed

buildings must orient toward, and take primary
pedestrian access from the street. The ground-floor
façades of these buildings shall parallel primaryand side-street lot lines and meet the setback lines
for a minimum of specified percentage of the lot
width. Buildings and ground floor units (residential
or commercial) that are not adjacent to a street must
orient toward, and take primary pedestrian access
from one of the following: Court, Paseo, Side Yard, or
Rear Yard. The space onto which a building fronts must
provide direct pedestrian access to the public right of
way. Buildings and ground floor units (residential or
commercial) may never orient toward, or take primary
pedestrian access from a parking lot, access drive, or
fire lane.

openings with high-quality windows are encouraged.
Except on north-facing façades, windows should be
recessed and sun-shaded.
Building Height. Building Height is regulated by Height
Overlay and Zone. See Section 4.3.E.
Vehicular Parking. Parking requirements for each
building and use are prescribed in Section 4.6, along
with standards for surface and structured parking.
Floor plans. In ground-floor dwelling units, all private
rooms (bathrooms and bedrooms) must be grouped at
the rear of the unit, while social rooms (kitchen, dining,
living, etc.) must be grouped at the front of the unit.
Clutter. Utilities, above-ground equipment, and trash
containers shall be located in the center or rear of the
lot. Rooftop equipment screening shall be an integral
element of building architecture.
Fences & Walls. Unless otherwise specified, no fence or
wall shall average a height greater than 3.5 feet within a
front or interior side setback, or within 5 feet of a frontor interior side- building façade.

a.

Fronts and Sides. The "front" of a property shall be
the edge adjacent to a street or public open space.
Buildings on corner lots have two fronts.

2. Frontages. All development is subject to frontage
3.

standards and guidelines (Section 4.4).
On-Site Open Space. All development is subject to
open space standards and guidelines (Section 4.5).

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

1. Intent
Rear Alley ‐ where applicable

a.

4

1

The intent of these standards is to establish active
pedestrian streets with a comfortable sense of
enclosure around public rights of way and other
open spaces, and to ensure the appropriate
amount of privacy or exposure, given the nature of
the ground floor use.

2. Measurements
a.

3

The "front" of a property shall be considered any
side abutting a street or public open space.

b. "Build-to range" is the specified band along a street

2

or public open space that a required percentage of
the building façade must fall within.

c.
2
1

"Required façade buildout" is the length of building
façade required to fall within the build-to range. It
is determined by the width of the façade divided by
the width of the lot along the front property line.

3. Exceptions
a.

Elements that provide a recession from the façade
that do not need to be included in calculations of
minimum percentages of façade buildout include:

i.

Up to 10 feet (depth) of ground floor recession
(e.g. recessed entry, arcade, gallery, etc.).

Buildable Area

Property Line

ii.

Table 4.3.B Building Placement

iii. Façade articulation, such as window or wall

Fronts

recesses or projections, provided that the
variation does not exceed 18 inches.

Overlay
Shopfront

Courtyards, subject to the standards in Section
4.5.D.

Flex

None

1 Build-To Range

0' - 4'

0' - 10'

2 Required
Façade Buildout
(Min.)

80%

80%

60%

1

10' - 15'

b. Exceptions to front and interior side setbacks
include:

i.

Frontage elements allowed in Section 4.4 may
encroach into front setbacks per the standards
of that section.

ii.

On buildings that provide interior side setbacks,
bay windows, chimneys, AC units, sills, belt
courses, cornices, and eaves may protrude a
maximum of 3 feet, but must leave a clearance
of 3 feet to the property line.

Interior Sides & Rears
3 Interior Side
Setback

0' or ≥ 5'

0' or ≥ 5'

≥ 5'

4 Rear Setback
(Min.)

0'

0'

15'

Notes
1 All ground-floor residential units must be set back 10' from
street-abutting property lines.
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4.3 Placement, Massing & Height
C. Building Massing - Block Form
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D. Building Massing - House Form
1. Defined. Block-form buildings strongly define the

2.

A
C

B

3.

1. Defined. House-form buildings are buildings that are

public realm and can span a significant portion of a
block. They have little-to-no front and side setbacks.
Intent. The goal is for large buildings to look like a
collection of smaller ones. This can be achieved by
organizing ground-floor bays and the windows stacked
above them into groupings that reinforce a narrower
lotting pattern, and applying different height and
material(s) to each. Additionally, horizontal building
features should be off-set from one another, and
window shape, size, and pattern should vary from one
façade increment to another. The most effective way
to achieve convincing results is for a different designer
or architect to independently design each façade
increment. Ground-level or above-ground Courts, and/
or mid-block Paseos can also be effective to break up
facade lengths.
Measurements.

a.

D

C

A

E

B

2.

3.

a.

frontage exceeding 50 feet.

"Building Length" applies only to buildings fronting
a street, paseo, or public open space.

4. Standards
a.

distance between each "Façade Break."

which may take access directly from a rear yard,
each unit must take primary access from the street,
a public open space, or an unenclosed side yard.

Block-Form buildings are not permitted in the VS
Edge Zone.

Table 4.3.D House-Form Scale and Massing

A

Building Length

250'

A

Building Length (max)

80'

B

Façade Modulation Increment (max)

100'

B

Primary Mass width or length (max)

50'

C

Façade Break (min width & depth)

10'

C

Secondary Mass width or length (max)

40'

D

Courtyard Dimension (min)

30'

E

Zaguan Dimension (min)

10'

Façade Break (min width & depth)

10'
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House-form buildings are not permitted in the VS
Core Zone.

b. With the exception of accessory dwelling units,

4. Standards

Table 4.3.C Block-Form Scale and Massing

"Building Length" applies only to buildings fronting
a street, paseo, or public open space.

b. "Façade Break" is only applicable to buildings with a

b. "Façade Modulation Increment" is the maximum

a.

in the shape of, and generally not larger than, a large
house. They are typically set back from the street and
from each other. The one exception to this description is
a rowhouse development, which may exceed the width
of a typical house, but may still fit with the character of
a more residentially-oriented neighborhood.
Intent. House-form buildings are typically residential
buildings, and may contain more than one unit.
Regardless of the density that each house-form building
achieves, the intent is that the building looks and feels
like a house.
Measurements.
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4.3 Placement, Massing & Height
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E. Building Heights & Bonus Program
1. Building Height Limit. The maximum building

2.

3.

height in the VSSP is two stories, though through
the Architectural Review process third stories
may be approved, provided they are creatively
designed, stepped back, and/or broken into
small masses.
Height Overlay. Within the Height Overlay
(the hatched area shown on Figures 4.3.E.1
and 4.3.E.2), the maximum building height is
three stories, though through the Architectural
Review process fourth stories may be approved,
provided they are creatively designed, stepped
back, and/or broken into small masses. Fourth
stories within this Overlay are limited in
footprint depending on the underlying zone.
See Tables 4.3.E.1 and 4.3.E.2 on the following
pages.
Community Benefits Building Volume
Bonus. Tier I, shown in Figure 4.3.E.1, defines
the Height Overlay boundaries as north of
the south boundary of Parcel 8313-008-004,
and 200 feet west of Indian Hill Boulevard.
If developers meet the requirements of the
Community Benefits Building Volume Bonus
Program, Tier 2 applies. The bonus expands the
Height Overlay area so that it is 200 feet north of
Arrow Highway, and 100 feet west of Indian Hill
Boulevard. An expansion of the Height Overlay
may be granted to the applicant in exchange
for two or more qualifying Public Benefits as
described in Sections 3.4.B and 6.9.

Fig. 4.3.E.1 Building Height Regulating Plan - Tier 1

a.

Height is measured per CMC 16.130.060(A);
stories
are
calculated
per
CMC
16.130.060(C).

Fig. 4.3.E.2 Building Height Regulating Plan - Tier 2

5. Exceptions
a.

The
Architectural
Commission
may
approve the following elements above
the height limits. Before approving, the
Architectural
Commission
shall
find
that such elements are compatible with
surrounding development and will not
create a visually offensive view from the
street or neighboring properties.

i.

Penthouses or roof structures for the
housing of elevators, stairways, tanks,
ventilating fans or similar equipment
required to operate and maintain the
building, fire or parapet walls, skylights,
church steeples, chimneys, vent stacks,
silos, water tanks, solar panels or
similar structures and architectural
details.

ii.

Common spaces and associated
architectural elements that are
intended to activate the rooftop
terrace.

6. Additional Notes
a.

Village South Core
Zone
Village South Flex
Zone
Village South Edge
Zone
Height Overlay
3 stories w/ limited 4
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4. Measurements

On third- and fourth-story pitched roofs,
gables fronting toward public R.O.W. are
discouraged.

Village South Core
Zone
Village South Flex
Zone
Village South Edge
Zone
Height Overlay
3 stories w/ limited 4
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4.3 Placement, Massing & Height
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Table 4.3.E.1 - Building Height

Table 4.3.E.2 - Building Height in Height Overlay

PODIUM / UNDERGROUND PARKING

LINED PARKING

PODIUM / UNDERGROUND PARKING

4
2

Third
Story1

Third
Story 1

Second
Story

Second
Story

3

Parking Level

4

Third
Story

1
Second
Story

Second
Story

e5

3

Ground
Story/Liner

Ground
Story/ Liner
e6

Parking Level

6

Parking Level

7

Setback Line

1 To top of parapet of flat
roof (max.)
To top of pitched roof
2
(max.)
Notes

Private Frontage as
allowed in Section 4.4

2 STORY

3 STORY 1

27'

36'

Property Line
Setback Line

3 Residential ground floor above
grade at building setback line
4

32'

1 Per discretion of the Architectural Commission.

45'

(min. to max)
Residential ground floor height

(min. floor to ceiling)
5 Commercial or Retail-Ready
ground floor height (min. floor

14'
20'

Private Frontage as
allowed in Section 4.4

Setback Line

3 STORY 4 STORY

2

8

Property Line

Setback Line

1

to ceiling)
6 Liner depth (min)

Private Frontage as
allowed in Section 4.4

1.5' to 3'
10'

Parking Level

Parking Level
R.O.W.

Property Line

Private Frontage as
allowed in Section 4.4

Ground
Story/Liner

5

R.O.W.
Property Line

Fourth Story 1

Parking Level

e4

Ground
Story

Fourth
Story 1
Third
Story

2

1

LINED PARKING

To highest top plate
To top of parapet of flat roof

36'
40'

45'
50'

(max)

top of pitched roof above
3 To
highest top plate (max)

45'

NA

4

Fourth story footprint
in VS-C Zone (max. per
block)

NA

100%

4

Fourth story footprint
in VS-F Zone (max. per
block)

NA

75%

4

Fourth story footprint
in VS-E Zone (max. per
block)

NA

50%

1

5 Residential ground floor above
grade at building setback line
(min to max)
6 Residential ground floor

1.5' to 3'
10'

height (min. floor to ceiling)
7 Commercial or Retail-Ready
ground floor height (min. floor
to ceiling)

14'

8 Liner depth (min)

20'

Notes
1 Per discretion of the Architectural Commission.
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4.4 Frontages
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A. Defined

D. Public Frontage Composition

The ground-floor building face and everything between that
building face and travel lanes (if any) is defined as Frontage.
This Code differentiates between Private Frontage and
Public Frontage, but contains standards and guidelines for
both. Private frontage occurs in the space within private
property, but also is used to describe the way in which the
ground floor of a building engages with the public realm.
Public frontage occurs within the public right of way and
determines how the public realm is utilized and occupied.

Private and public frontages should relate to one another
harmoniously so that the transition from the public to
private realm is appropriate for the ground-floor context.

1. Commercial Ground Floors - Shopfront Overlay. The

B. Intent
Village South is to be an active, pedestrian-oriented urban
environment that is comfortable to navigate by foot, bicycle,
or any mode of vehicular transit. As such, careful attention
must be given to the space between buildings, (the public
realm). Frontage design should be calibrated according to
the ground-floor use (Commercial or Residential) to provide
a mutually beneficial relationship between the private and
public realms. This section seeks to ensure that public realm
improvements contribute to the character of Village South
as envisioned in Chapter 3 of this Plan.

2.

C. Applicability
All new buildings fronting the public right of way or any public
open space are subject to the standards and guidelines of
this section that govern private frontages. Private frontage
standards and guidelines only pertain to the ground floor
façade of the building and the space between the façade
and property line.

Figure 4.4.D.1 Commercial Ground Floor

3.

success of commercial enterprises depend on their
exposure to and convenient access from the street.
Therefore in the Shopfront Overlay, and wherever
any other retail environments occur within the VSSP,
buildings have high ceilings, little-to-no setbacks, visible
interiors, and comfortable, expansive pedestrian areas
in front. This includes the sidewalk, a paved and usable
buffer zone, and a curbside zone that, depending on
the context, may provide needed parking or loading
space, or additional outdoor dining/recreational space
in the form of parklets.
Permanenetly Residential Ground Floors. In
contrast to commercial
environments, buildings
with residential units on the ground floor require a
different set of frontage characteristics. To provide a
respectable level of privacy while still maintaining an
urban form, residential units should be set back from
the public right of way and raised. Stoops, terraces, or
porches (see Section 4.4.H) are desirable and effective
in creating a comfortable transition from the private
to public realm. With less pedestrian activity than a
commercial environment would demand, sidewalks
may be narrower, and buffer zones (where provided)
are more appropriate landscaped.
Retail-Ready Ground Floors. Wherever Retail-Ready
ground floors are provided (see 4.2.B.2), the public
frontage arrangements should correspond with the
ground-floor use. Where non-active commercial uses
occupy the ground floor, a hardscaped parkway may
be appropriate, whereas where residential uses occupy
the ground floor, softscaping is more appropriate for
the parkway. Residential ground floor units are set back
to maintain privacy, but are at grade and have high
ceilings to be able to easily convert to commercial units.
Dooryards are usually provided to increase residential
privacy, but should either be modified or removed by
future commercial tenants.

Public Frontage

Figure 4.4.D.2 Residential Ground Floor

Private Frontage

Figure 4.4.D.3 Retail-Ready Ground Floor

Private Frontage
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Public Frontage

Public Frontage
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4.4 Frontages
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E. Public Frontage Elements
1. Landscaping. Specific standards regarding allowed

7. Parking Lane Planters. As shown in Section 4.9 ‐ Streets

tree types and locations, and all other landscaping in
the public realm are found in CMC Chapter 12.26 and
Section 4.11 - Architectural & Landscape Guidelines.

Design Standards, planters are proposed in some
parking lanes. Where they ocur, they shall extend 7 feet
from the curb face and be placed at specified intervals.
Each planter shall provide an allowed street tree (see
City of Claremont Designated Street Tree List). Using
bioswales in conjunction with appropriate planters
allows for a wide range of infiltration opportunities.
Permeable surfaces in private parking lanes are
encouraged. Materials for permeable areas include
spaced concrete pavers and decomposed granite. The
permeable pavement areas should be located adjacent
to planter bioswales and infiltration areas when
possible.
8. Bicycle lanes. All proposed bike lane designs shall be
reviewed against the recommendations of the most
current edition of NACTO’s Urban Bikeway Design
Guide.
9. Bike Parking. Space for bicycle parking may occur
either on the landscape/furniture zone or the curbside
flex zone. In the case of bike parking on the curbside
flex zone, protection for bicyclists and bikes should be
provided from the adjacent travel lane.
10. Ramp alignment. Sidewalk ramps shall be aligned with
the direction of sidewalks and crosswalks.
11. Gutter lines. These should be located between
parking and travel lanes for an improved pedestrian
environment.
12. Wayfinding. The City shall develop a system of
wayfinding signs to guide pedestrians, cyclists, and

a.

For additional shade and
street
enclosure,
corner bulb-outs and parking lane planters are
recommended. These are recommended every 150
feet along block faces, and on corners.

b. Open planters that allow additional stormwater
capture are encouraged.

2. Street Furniture. Sidewalk benches, where provided,

3.

4.

should either be located adjacent to the building facing
out, or in the Landscaping/Furniture Zone of the Public
Frontage, in pairs facing each other.
Lighting. Lights shall be located at midpoints between
street trees. Outdoor light fixtures are limited to 15 feet
in height.
On-street Parking.

a.

Street parking should be resticted within
approximately 40 feet of any vehicular intersection,
measured from the outer edge of the nearest travel
lane.

b. Diagonal parking configurations are recommended
on commercial streets where additional on-street
parking is beneficial.

5. Passenger Loading. Where applicable, passenger
loading zones may take the place of on-street parking.
6. Curb Paint. Where deemed necessary by the City
Engineer or Fire Marshal to restrict curbside parking,
every effort shall be made to identify such section by
means other than paint.

drivers to points of interest throughout Village South.

The public frontage can be populated by bike parking, trees,
and restaurant furniture while maintaining pedestrian
passage.

In areas with less commercial use and less pedestrian traffic,
more of the public frontage may be dedicated to landscaping.

This sidewalk dining area is located within the Landscape/Furniture Zone, designed around a canopy tree to shade the space.

Wayfinding signs, from left to right: pedestrian wayfinding directory; driver wayfinding and parking sign; bicycle priority sign.
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4.4 Frontages
3 13 Public Frontages
F. Public Frontage Zones
1. Layout of the Zones. Public Frontages consist of the 3
following zones:

a.

Pedestrian Zone. This zone is the pedestrian
pathway. A minimum portion of this zone is
dedicated to pedestrian circulation and should
be kept clear of any obstructions, including
driveway ramps (see Table 4.4.F). In commercial
environments, an encroachment permit may be
issued for businesses to use any portion of the
pedestrian zone space directly in front of their
property line that is in excess of the minimum
width for outdoor dining, merchandising, or other
use deemed acceptable by the Administrative
Authority. Such uses may spill over from the private
setback area.

PUBLIC REALM, INFRASTRUCTURE, UTILITIES & SERVICES | CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Table 4.4.F Public Frontage Zones
2. Calibrating the Zones
In order to accomplish the intent outlined in Section 4.3.A,
these zones shall be calibrated to the nature of the street.
For example, trees are placed in the curbside flex zone
in some sections to allow more space in the pedestrian
and landscape/furniture zones. This is especially useful
around ground floor commercial uses, whose activity can
spill out into the public realm. Figure 4.3.C.A shows how
the landscape/furniture zone and curbside flex zone can
be used for additional restaurant seating (in the form of
a parklet). This brings more exposure to the commercial
activity and creates a seamless transition between public
and private realms. In a residential area, this strategy can
be enacted with a landscaped parklet.

Public Frontage Zone

Recommended Width

Recommended Elements

Commercial
Ground Floor

Residential
Ground Floor

Pedestrian Zone

8'

6'

Should be free of obstructions, including driveway ramps

Landscape/Furniture Zone

6'

6'

Should include street furniture, landscaping, lighting,
signage, bike parking, street trees

Curbside Flex Zone

7'

7'

May include parking (bikes or cars), passenger loading
zones, stormwater management, parklets, street trees

Figure 4.4.F.1.b.i Commercial Ground Floor

b. Landscape/Furniture Zone. This zone extends
from the outer edge of the pedestrian zone to the
curb face (or equivalent), and is a dedicated space
for streetscape furnishings, landscaping, and
bicycle parking, and serves as a buffer between
pedestrian activity and car traffic. The landscaping/
furnishing of this space should be calibrated to
the predominant ground-floor use of the fronting
buildings:

c.

Commercial Frontages. (See Figure 4.4.F.1.b.i)
This zone should be mostly hardscape, and wellfurnished with benches, bicycle racks, tree wells,
street lighting, and may include outdoor dining and
other similar amenities. Pervious paving materials
are encouraged.

Landscape/
Furniture Zone

Pedestrian Zone

Curbside Flex Zone

Public Frontage
Frontages in a commercial environment with clearly articulated
pedestrian and landscape/furniture zones, as well as outdoor
dining in the private frontage area.

Figure 4.4.F.1.b.ii Residential Ground Floor

d. Residential Frontages. (See Figure 4.4.F.1.b.ii) This
zone should be mostly landscaped via continuous
parkways, with occasional hardscape breaks for
pedestrian crossing (about every 50 feet).

e.

Curbside Flex Zone. This zone extends from the
street curb to the first travel lane, and is flexible
in use and programming based on evolving needs,
including curbside parking, loading, landscaping,
stormwater management, and parklets.

Frontages in a commercial environment with clearly articulated
pedestrian, landscape/furniture, and curbside flex zones.
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Pedestrian
Zone

Landscape/
Furniture Zone

Curbside Flex
Zone

Public Frontage
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4.4 Frontages
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Figure 4.4.F-II Flex Overlay: Retail-Ready Environment
In the Flex Overlay (see Fig. 4.2), "retail ready" (even if occupied by residential use in the near term) may qualify a
development for Tier 2 bonus. See also Figure 4.4.F‐II for private frontage standards.
The following steps are appropirate for the conversion from a residential to a commercial environment:
•

Private dooryards are repurposed for either additional sidewalk space or active ground floor uses, such as
outdoor dining or merchandise display.

•

The landscaped parkway is infilled with pervious pavers / hardscape to provide additional sidewalk width (for
street furnishing, sidewalk dining, pasenger loading, etc.) in support of the ground-floor commercial.

This page is intentionally left blank
While functioning as a residential frontage, low walls / dooryards provide appropriate privacy to the
ground-floor residences (see 4.4.X), and the parkways are predominantly landscape/softscape.

Once the ground floor use has been converted to commercial, dooryards/landscaping are either converted into
commercial dooryards, or removed and replaced with pavers / paving to provide a widened sidewalk in front of
the shopfront.
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H. Private Frontages
1. Applicability. Private Frontage standards pertain to

2.

3.

4.

the ground floor façade of each building that fronts or
sides on a street or public open space, and the space
between the façade and property line. The following
standards apply to all private frontages, with the
exception of parking structures. Standards for parking
structures are in Section 4.6.
Access. All units must take primary access from the
sidewalk. Each building must have an entrance for every
50 feet of façade. External stairways and entrances on
chamfered corners satisfy these requirements; fire exit,
service, utility, and similar doors do not. Even spacing is
not required.
Materials. All potentially reflective building materials
and surfaces shall be painted or otherwise treated to
minimize reflectivity, except as necessary to achieve
desired green building objectives.
Fenestration. All façades fronting or siding on a street
or public open space must be articulated by frequent
openings.

a. Design.
i.

Except for shopfront and bay windows,
individual windows must be recessed by a
minimum of 3 inches.

An example of how simple, planar facades can be done well.
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ii.

Frequency. The horizontal distance between
openings shall not exceed 10 feet.

5. Floorplan. For ground-floor nonresidential uses, the

9. Frontage elements. The following pages contain an

most active, public rooms shall be grouped at the front.
For ground-floor dwelling units, public rooms such
as living rooms, dining rooms, and kitchens, shall be
grouped at the front.
Fences and walls.

array of frontage elements that are appropriate for the
VSSP area. In addition to the standards of this section,
the standards specific to each frontage element apply
wherever such element occurs. Frontage elements. The
following pages contain an array of frontage elements
that are appropriate for the VSSP area. In addition to
the standards of this section, the standards specific to
each frontage element apply wherever such element
occurs.

iii. Glass transparency. All ground-floor windows
must have an external reflectance of less than
15%, and a transparency higher than 80%.

b. Façade coverage. The following minimum areas

6.

a.

prescribe the required percentage of glass area
within windows (not doors). The ground floor is
the entire façade area from floor to ceiling; "upper
floors" refers to the entire façade area from the
floor of the second floor to the ceiling of the top
floor.

i.

Ground floors in the Shopfront Overlay and any
nonresidential or retail-ready space elsewhere:
70% - 90%. Sills of windows satisfying this
requirement may be no higher than 3 feet
from adjacent interior finished grade.

ii.

Ground-floor residential units - 15%. Sills of
windows satisfying this requirement may be
no higher than 3 feet from adjacent interior
finished grade.

iii. Upper floors (any use) - 20% - 70%.

To ensure that an environment is interesting to walk through,
commercial ground floors must have frequent doors and clear
and ample fenestration.

b.

General. Unless otherwise permitted within
this chapter, fences and site walls may not
exceed 3.5 feet in height from lowest adjacent
grade between any building and street or
public open space. Fences and site walls may
reach 8 feet from adjacent grade anywhere
else on the property.
Materials. Unfinished concrete block and
chain link are prohibited within 15' of any
street or public open space. Barbed wire is
prohibited.

7. Grading. The average slope between the façade of a

8.

building and the right of way shall be between 0.5% and
5%.
Clutter. All utilities, above-ground equipment, and
trash containers shall be located in the rear of the lot,
preferably in the alley. Rooftop equipment screening
shall be an integral element of building architecture.

The streetscapes of Village South should prioritize pedestrian
comfort.

1.

Shopfront Overlay. 80% of the façade satisfying
the buildout requirement must be shopfront
assemblies per section 4.4.F.9.

2.

Flex Overlay. 80% of the façade satisfying
the buildout requirement must be shopfront
assemblies per section 4.4.F.9; all ground floors
adjacent to a street or public open space in this
overlay must be either designed for immediate
commercial occupancy, or for future conversion to
commercial occupancy.

A forecourt is a good exception to the buildout requirement.
Low walls can provide the appropriate amount of privacy while
allowing visual interest from either side of the property line to
the other side.
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4.4 Frontages
I.
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Private Frontage Variations

Residential Frontage Variations

1. Intent. These variations represent the array of ways

2. Applicability. Depending on the intended ground floor

in which building façades relate to, and engage with
the public realm in traditional urban environments.
The intent is that frontage elements are appropriately
scaled, and contribute to the intended character of the
urban environment.

use and the associated regulations, some of the frontage
elements covered in this section will work, while others
will not. Wherever each frontage element occurs, the
standards specific to that element shall apply.

These variations are typical for residential ground floors. They provide privacy and transitional space between the public and
private realms.

3. Porch

4. Stoop

Figure 4.4.F-I Private Frontage

C

D
A

DL

B
J

EH

Private Frontage

Figure 4.4.F-II Flex Overlay: Retail-Ready Ground Floors

Porches are roofed, unenclosed rooms attached to the
exterior of a building that provide building access and semiprivate outdoor social space that help activate the public
realm.
Standards

In the Flex Overlay (see Fig.
4.2), residential and office uses,
if built flexibly, may qualify a
development for Tier 2 bonus.
For such "retail-ready" units, the
following standards apply:
• The front setback is exactly
10 feet for any residential or
lodging unit(s).

K
C

D

B
E
E

AI

Min

Max

A

Porch depth (excluding stairs)1

8'

10'

B

Porch width

10'

-

C

Porch height 2

8'

A stair and landing leading directly from the right of way to
an elevated building entrance.

Standards
A

Stoop width

12'

B

Stoop depth (not including stairs)
Stoop floor height
Planter/fence height

D

Floor height 3

0'

3.5'

C

E

Between porch and front PL

5'

-

D

Entry Recession depth

Additional Requirements
Residential

Residential

• Future conversion to ADAcompliant retail/service use is
not precluded by the design.

• A porch may be wrapped by railing and/or walls: solid
walls may not exceed 3.5 feet from adjacent exterior
grade; fences may not exceed 3.5' from deck height
and must be 75% open.
• A porch may wrap around building corners.

• Ground floor story height is min.
12' from finished floor to ceiling.
• All standards for Shopfront
frontage are met (see 4.4.H.9).
Retail / Service
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Retail / Service

Notes
1 Between building façade and end of porch deck.
2 From porch floor to top of porch columns.
3 Measured from grade at right of way.

Between edge of landing and front
property line

Min

Max

per
CBC

6‘

4‘

6‘

18"

3‘

-

3‘

0.5'

6‘

1'

-

Additional Requirements
•

Railing may not exceed 3.5' in height from supporting
surface and must be 75% open; gates are prohibited.
• The exterior stairway may be perpendicular or parallel
to the adjacent sidewalk. When parallel to the sidewalk,
landscape of at least one foot shall be provided
between the side of stair/stoop and the sidewalk.
• Gates are prohibited
• Landscaping must be provided in the residential
setback area
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Residential or Commercial Frontage Variations
These variations may be appropriate for the ground floors of buildings regardless of use. The design of Retail-Ready units
must provide Shopfront frontages, and be designed to not preclude future conversion to ADA-compliant retail/service use.

5. Common Entry

6. Forecourt

7. Terrace

8. Dooryard

B
A

C
B
O B

A

A

C

B
A

A common entrance is a doorway to a lobby that provides
access to upper-floor units or other large nonresidential
space.

Standards

Min

Max

A forecourt is an extension of the public realm into the
private property. The building fronts onto and receives
access from this space.

Standards

Min

Max

A

Height to top of transom

10’

25’

A

8’

-

15’

-

B

Height to bottom of canopy/awning

Width of court area

B

20’

-

C

Awning/Canopy Depth

4’

2' from
curb

Depth of court area

Distance between entry and back of
sidewalk
Exterior gathering area (does not
include public R.O.W.)

8'

20’

150sf

-

Additional Requirements
• A forecourt must be defined on three sides by
buildings, unless located on a corner lot, in which
case it must be defined on two sides. One of these
sides may be a neighboring building.

• Common entries should be clearly visible, and should
typically be designed as a visual focal-point of the
ground-floor facade, and should include awnings/
canopies to provide shelter for guests awaiting entry.

• Walls that enclose or are located within forecourts
may not exceed 3.5 feet in height from the lowest
adjacent grade. Entryway pergolas are exceptions to
this height limit.

• Outdoor spaces associated with common entries may
be elevated or at sidewalk grade, accessed by stairs,
and may be bracketed by a low landscape walls or
hedges.

• Buildings
with
forecourts
and
ground-floor
commercial uses may be enclosed during nonbusiness hours by a metal gate not exceeding 8 feet
in height or less than 75% open.

These are areas adjacent to the ground floor of a façade that is enclosed by a low wall or fence. They may be at grade or raised,
depending on the height of the ground floor of the building. See Figures 4.4.H.1 for how dooryards may be used to create
flexible ground floor space.

Standards

Min

Max

Min

Max

8'

-

A

Depth, clear

8'

-

Finish level above sidewalk

0.5

3.5'

B

Finish level above sidewalk

At grade

Distance between stairways

-

50'

Length of dooryard

1 per unit

Between edge of landing and front
property line

1'

A

Depth, clear

B
C

Length of terrace

-

150'

Between edge of landing and front
property line

1'

-

Additional Requirements
• Terraces not providing direct access to the public open
space or right of way are allowed.
• Railing may not exceed 3.5' in height from supporting
surface and must be 75% open.

Standards

-

Additional Requirements
• Dooryard walls may be removed if the space is
converted to nonresidential use.
• Dooryards may not be raised more than 4 inches
above adjacent sidewalk grade.
• Walls must be between 3' and 3.5' in height

• Frontage elements and exterior stairways may not
encroach into the required 15' x 20' area.
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Commercial Frontage Variations
The shopfront provides a direct and active interface with the public realm. It can be recessed or combined with arcades or
galleries to create other variations. See

9. Shopfront

10. Recessed Shopfront

11. Arcade

12. Gallery

E

A
B
D

A

A

A
B

C
C

The basic form of a shopfront is a large opening in the
façade with large clear windows, doors with glass, transom
windows, and a solid shopfront base.

Standards

Min

Max

A recessed shopfront allows for covered semi-public space
for dining or other activities.

Standards

-

20'

Height (sidewalk to ceiling)

12'

-

Height (sidewalk to ceiling)

12'

-

A

Depth (façade to interior column)

10'

16'

A

Depth (façade to interior column)

10'

16'

B

Setback from edge of curb

2'

-

B

Setback from edge of curb

2'

3'

12’

18’

A

B

Height to bottom of canopy/awning

8’

10'

B

Height to bottom of opening

8’

-

C

Width of each shopfront bay

10'

25’

C

Width of recessed area

6'

25’

D

Height of shopfront base

0'

3.5'

E

Awning/canopy Depth

5’

-

60%

-

Fenestration per bay (from pier
centerlines, floor to ceiling)

Façades shall be divided into bays, each of which
contains its own coherent assembly between piers.
An entrance is not required in each bay.

•

Awnings and canopies (not required) may encroach
upon the right-of-way up to 2' from the curb. 2

•

Street-adjacent walls shall not exceed ten linear
feet without openings.

•

See additional Guidelines in Section 4.11.K.
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Standards

Min

Max

Standards

Min

Max

Additional Requirements

Additional Requirements

Additional Requirements

•

• Column height shall be between four and five times

• Column spacing shall correspond to shopfront piers to

All shopfront standards (Section 4.4.H.9) apply.

the column width.

the extent possible.

• Column spacing shall correspond to shopfront piers to
the extent possible.

Additional Requirements
•

A gallery is a ground-floor colonnade that supports a shed
roof or a deck that covers the sidewalk. Galleries provide
shade, glare control and weather protection.

Max

Height to top of transom

1

An arcade is a façade with a ground floor colonnade that
supports the upper stories of the building. Arcades provide
shade, glare control, and weather protection.

Min

A

Depth of recessed area

B

B

• Galleries may only be utilized in combination with
shopfront frontage.

• Arcades may only be utilized in combination with
shopfront frontage.

Notes
1 "Fenestration" refers to the area of glass within
windows (not doors).
2 Requires approval of an Encroachment Permit
from City Engineering Division.
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A. Introduction
On-site open space – the open-air space within, on top, or between buildings – contributes to the physical form and character
of an individual building as well as for an entire block and neighborhood. These spaces range from individual (yards and
balconies) to semi-private (courtyards and roof decks). In addition, passages can be used to provide open space that links to
sides of a block while creating new building addresses and frontages.

7. Sustainable Stormwater Management
a.

At the scale of the Village South Specific Plan, open space requirements are met by generous amounts of public open space
(see Section 4.10) and semi-private open space. At least one method of providing semi-private open space is encouraged per
development project in the Plan Area. There is no requirement for private open space per dwelling unit.

i.
ii.

The standards of this section apply to site improvements, new buildings, and additions.

C. Standards & Guidelines
easily visible from the adjacent ground floor.

2. Buildings adjacent to semi-private open spaces (with
the exception of those adjacent to passages) must front
onto the open space. Façades must be designed per
Section 4.4.

3. Landscape Materials
a.

New or modified landscape and irrigation shall
comply with the following:

i.

Turf is not to exceed 30 percent of the
landscape areas in residential developments.

ii.

Paving materials shall be decorative and
complementary to the main building design.

iii. Decorative water features must use recirculating water and recycled water.

Rain gardens and vegetated bioswales that
convey and infiltrate rainwater.

B. Applicability

1. At-grade open space must be directly accessible and

Ground water recharging and stormwater runoff
limits shall be facilitated on all parts of new building
sites. Possible strategies include:

Pervious pavement that allows stormwater
to infiltrate directly into the ground below.
Acceptable permeable surfaces include
pervious
concrete,
pervious
pavers,
decomposed granite, and gravel.

iii. Underground catchment/percolation devices.
4. Landscape on Private lots
a.

Green screen. Landscape should be used to soften
walls and fences and provide a green screen, where
appropriate, between commercial buildings and
adjacent residential properties.

b. Stair treads. Exterior stair risers and treads shall be

8. Site Lighting
a.

b. Shielding. Site lighting should be shielded by
permanent attachments to light fixtures so that
light sources are not visible from a public way and
to prevent off-site glare.

constructed of durable and permanent materials
and in a manner that is consistent with the design
of the rest of the building.

5. Irrigation. Permanent and automatic irrigation systems

c.

shall be provided for all landscaped areas per the City's
Water Efficient Landscaping Ordinance.

6. Climate mitigation. Trees, shrubs, hedges, and
deciduous vines should be used to minimize solar heat
gain during the summer and maximize heat gain during
the winter.

Lighting. Lighting levels shall be in compliance with
CMC Section 16.154.030 - Outdoor Lighting and
Glare.
Residential courtyard that functions as a semi-private open
space.

Extent. Site lighting includes illumination of
parking areas, buildings, pedestrian routes, and
public ways.

d. Clearance. The bottom of a lamp along a sidewalk
or other path being lighted should not be more
than 15 feet above the ground.

e.

Wall-pack lighting is prohibited.

Passages, whether housed within a private development
project or between developments, can function as public or
semi-private on-site open space.
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D. Court
3. Design

1. Description
A semi-public, shared open space within a lot. It is a welldefined, coherent area that is an essential component of
the project's design, not merely space left over after the
building mass is placed. Courts generally provide visitor
access from the street to dwellings, retail or office spaces,
and/or buildings within the lot that lack direct frontal access
from the street. The degree of enclosure or openness may
vary per the requirements of each zone and the design
intent of the project designer.

iii. Internal Court. The Court is entirely contained
within the building and accessed either through
a lobby or passage.

iv. Special Circumstances. When a site contains
an exceptional feature, such as a large, healthy
tree, the Court is configured so as to retain and
incorporate that special feature.

b. Size. At least 15 feet by 30 feet.

2. Configuration and Size
a.

i.

Configuration. Courts are to be placed in any or all
of the following ways:

i.

Court Open to Street. The Court creates a
deep, combined garden/terrace facing the
street.

ii.

Side Court. The Court is placed along the

•

•

•

Create the effect of one large open space
between adjacent buildings;
Provide a contiguous space for entrances
to a neighboring existing building that face
the proposed project and are located close
to the property line;

ii.

A Court's perimeter is defined by walls
on at least two sides. A third side may
be defined by architectural/landscape
elements such as low walls or trellises,
hedges, or rows of trees.
One side of a Court may be defined by a
building wall or a linear landscape element
on an adjoining property.
Driveways located adjacent to a Court
should be screened by architectural
elements such as low walls or trellises,
hedges, or rows of trees so as not to
appear to be located within the Court.

Encroachments into Courts. Dooryards,
stoops, and architectural elements may
encroach into the Court up to a total of 30
percent of the width and/or length.

Figure 4.5.D Court Configurations
i.

Court open to Street

ii. Side Court

Common Area. Courts should be designed as
gathering places for the occupants and also
circulation spaces through which pedestrian
access is provided from the street to any buildings
(or portions of buildings) that lack direct street
frontage. Courts provide a central, flat area that
is usable and encourages activity and interaction.
This area contains a combination of paving and
landscaping.

b. Private Area. Courts should be designed to provide

Enclosure.
•

interior side of the lot to work together with a
court or back yard on an adjacent lot to:
•

a.

for private access to dwellings and businesses that
lack direct street frontage. Courts should also
provide space for private patios and terraces.

c.

The side courts of these two buildings work together to create
a single space.

Amenities. Courts should include public amenities
such as seating areas, fountains, BBQ islands and/
or outdoor fireplaces to encourage their use as
common outdoor rooms or gathering places.

d. Finishes. Court materials, finishes, fixtures, and
colors should be designed in a manner that is
consistent with the architectural style of the
building.

e.

Landscape. Except for paved areas, Courts should
be landscaped with trees, shrubs, decomposed
granite or other appropriate ground cover and
water-conserving plant materials. Arbors, trellis
structures, and raised planter/seating walls are
allowed.

i.

The top of planter walls shall not be taller
than a bench, but some may be up to 36" if so
required to support the health of plantings.

ii.

Trees are to be selected for their ultimate scale
to the space, for shade and to screen views to
and from neighboring buildings.

iii. Internal Court

An internal court with a fountain as its focal point.

A court that provides outdoor dining.
Street
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Street

Street
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E. Roof Deck/Podium

F. Passage

1. Description. An open space on the roof or podium

1. Description. An open space that provides a pedestrian

level of the building. The space(s) may be assigned to
individual units or exist as a shared open space available
for use by all residents or tenants.
Configuration and Size

connection between or through buildings from the
street to a space or between spaces. Passages may be
covered or uncovered.
Configuration and Size

2.

a.

Configuration. Roof Decks/Podiums may

2.

be

a.

located on a portion or all of a building's floor plate.

b. Size. Minimum dimensions: 15 feet by 15 feet.
3. Amenities. Roof Decks should include trellises,

4.

landscaping, seating areas, herb/kitchen gardens,
fountains, and/or outdoor fireplaces to encourage their
use as outdoor rooms or gathering places.
Finishes. Materials, finishes, fixtures, and colors visible
from the street should be designed in a manner that is
consistent with the architectural style of the building.

Multiple roof decks on one building.

Configuration. Passages should have a basic
rectangular shape and may be open to the sky or
covered by a roof or upper floors. Passages may
be gated or completely open to the street, but
should be unobstructed by garden walls or other
solid elements that impede views into and out of
the space to which they provide access.

b. Size. At least 12 feet wide. When the passage
exceeds 50 feet in length, the minimum required
width for the entire passage is 18 feet.

Covered Passage: Burlington Arcade in Pasadena

3. Encroachments. Dooryards, porches, stoops, and
architectural elements may encroach into the passage
up to a total of 4 feet.

A roof deck seating area.

A roof deck restaurant.
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Example of a side yard passage providing access to a Side
Court.

Uncovered passage: Claremont Village
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4.5 On-Site Open Space

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

G. Rear Yard

H. Side Yard

1. Description. A private, landscaped open space located

1. Description. An open space along an interior side of a

behind the building that is intended to provide passive
or active outdoor space for the users of the building.
Configuration and Size

lot. Side Yards are semi-private spaces through which
visitor access is provided to one or more buildings or
dwellings, or may be private spaces for the exclusive
use of the residents of one or more dwellings.

2.

a.

Configuration. Rear yards, also known as "back
yards" are located behind the primary building,
generally away from the view of the street. For
buildings with two or more units, rear yards may be
divided into separated private yards in compliance
with the site requirements below.

b. Size. Minimum dimensions: 15 feet by 15 feet.
3. Encroachments. Dooryards, porches, stoops, and
architectural elements may encroach into the Rear Yard
up to a total of 30-percent of the width and/or length.

For multi-family or non-residential buildings, Side Yards
may be designed for the shared use of all tenants,
or divided into private areas for the use of a specific
dwelling.

2. Configuration and Size
A back yard with a large paved area surrounded by border
planting.

a.

Configuration. Side Yards are located between
the building and the interior side property line.
The yard area can provide a contiguous space for
entrances to a neighboring existing building that
face the proposed project and are located close to
the property line.

A paved side yard provides access to this single family house.

b. Size. At least 12 feet in any direction.
3. Encroachments. Dooryards, porches, stoops, and
architectural elements may encroach into the Side Yard
up to a total of 30-percent of the width and/or length.

Figure 4.5.G Rear Yard Configurations

A drought tolerant, passive back yard.

The side yard of this multi-family building provides access to
adjoining units.

Fig. 4.5.H Side Yard Configurations

Street

A back yard seating area and outdoor fireplace.

Street
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Street
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4.5 On-Site Open Space
I.

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Balcony

1. Description. A small open area to be used for private

2.

outdoor living space for an individual unit or a shared
open space available for use by more than one unit.
Configuration and Size

a.

Configuration. Balconies may project from the
façade and/or be recessed, in compliance with the
California Building Code (CBC).

b. Size. At least 6 feet by 6 feet.
3. Finishes. Materials, finishes, fixtures, and colors visible
from the street should be designed in a manner that is
consistent with the architectural style of the building.
Corner Balconies.

A shared balcony.
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4.6 Parking Areas and Facilities

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

A. Introduction
As Village South is developed, future parking resources can and must be efficiently planned, managed, and utilized to meet
potential demand while generating relatively compact, pedestrian-oriented mixed-use places. The standards and guidelines
of this chapter are driven by the principles that pedestrian comfort should be prioritized, wayfinding should be intuitive, and
parking supply should be shared and unbundled to the extent practical. Refer to CMC Chapter 16.136 for standards and

Table 4.6 Parking and Vehicular Access Standards
A. Surface Parking Placement
See Section 4.6.B.3.b

guidelines for topics not covered in this code. Where in conflict, the standards of this code shall prevail.

1

Front Setbacks (Min.)

B. Standards and Guidelines

2

Interior Side Setback (Min.)

3

Rear Setback (no alley)

1. Intent. It is the intent of this section that parking in

b. Configuration. All parking, whether covered or

Village South be convenient and intuitive, but balanced
with the vision for a comfortable walking environment,
sustainable design, and small town charm.
General. Surface parking lots shall be located and
configured to provide parking supply with convenient
access to the buildings and visitors they serve. All lots are
to provide safe, well-lit, and comfortable environments,
and be appropriately configured and screened to
not intrude into public views, or into required on-site
open spaces. Parking lot aisles should be as narrow as
feasible to discourage speeding.

uncovered, shall be set behind at least 20 feet of
building liner (see Figure 4.6‐II), with the following
exceptions:

3. Guest Parking. Exclusive/restricted parking for guest

a shared parking structure may be unlined
provided:
•

2.

4.

5.

6.

i.

ii.

•

Access

i.

Vehicular Access. Vehicular access shall be
in compliance with the Parking and Vehicular
Access Standards of the zone and accessed
by a driveway on the side of the lot or alley.
Driveways may be one- or two-way and must
provide a dedicated entrance/exit. Front
access is only permitted where no alleys are
present.

ii. Pedestrian Access. All pedestrian access shall
be clearly marked, well-lit, and separate from
vehicular access.
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This does not apply to tuck-under parking for
residential units on the street that the units
side on.

It is situated similarly to the way it is
drawn in the Illustrative Plan, adjacent to
Bucknell Ave and the railroad right of way:
(see Figure 3.2);
It is of an aesthetic quality not inferior
to the rest of the building: designed as a
continuation of the building it serves, with
the same level of detail and pattern of
openings;

•

The unlined portion of the structure is set
behind at least 8 feet of landscaping;

•

There is no more than 125 linear feet of
unlined structure adjacent to a street.

7. Shade (Surface Lots). See CMC Chapter 16.136 for
landscape requirements and the Building Code for
shade requirements. To facilitate solar panels, in lieu of
providing the required number of planters or trees, the
following methods may be utilized, provided at least 50
percent of the paved area of the lot is shaded (evenly
dispersed):

a.

Shade Structures. Structures may include arbors,
trellises, and pergolas.

Min. 10'

Rear Setback (with alley)
B. Driveway Types and Width (Max.)

Min. 15' from alley centerline

One Way

Two Way

4

Structured or surface lot entry

12'

24'

4

Private driveway

12'

NA

C. Required Parking (minimum number of on-site spaces; per square foot of net floor area)
Residential

iii. Outside of the Shopfront Required Overlay,

spaces are discouraged.
Unbundling. The unbundling of parking, or separating
the cost of parking from the cost of leasing a dwelling
unit, is encouraged.
Shared parking. Shared parking, in which adjacent
property owners with different peak demands at
different times share their parking infrastructure and
reduce the number of spaces that each would provide
on their individual properties, is encouraged.
Access and Configuration

a.

Semi-subterranean parking may extend to
building faces; fully subterranean parking may
extend to property lines. (see Figure 4.6‐III)

5'

12

Visitor Spaces

Single-Family Detached

2/unit (enclosed)

.5/unit

Rowhouse

2/unit

.25/unit

Flat-Style ≤ 600 sf

1/unit

.5/unit

Flat-Style > 600 ≤ 900 sf

1.5/unit

.25/unit

Flat-Style > 900 sf

2/unit

.25/unit

Administrative/Professional

1 per 350

Retail/Service

1 per 500

Restaurant
Indoor

1 per 150

Outdoor Seating

1 per 250

Notes
1 The Planning Commission may reduce the amount of parking for joint uses. Subject to CMC § 16.136.020 (Joint Use & Common Parking
Facilities).
2 Any use not listed here shall default to the parking minimum contained in the CMC.

b. Solar Panels. For lots without public frontage and
not visible from a public right of way, standalone
solar structures may be used. For lots within public
view, individual solar panel may be applied to
existing shade structures.

8. Lighting. See CMC 16.136.050G.

9. Paving (Surface Lots). Parking areas should be
designed to reduce the amount of run-off generating
surface area. The following permeable surfaces for
parking and maneuvering areas are encouraged:

a.

Pervious asphalt and concrete;

b. Permeable pavers;
c.

Reinforced gravel paving;

d. Reinforced grass paving;
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4.6 Parking Areas and Facilities

a.

Bicycle Parking. Bicycle parking is encouraged to
be located within parking structures or in on-street
corrals or street adjacent racks in convenient, highvisibility locations near building entrances.

b. Clean Air/Electric Vehicle Parking and Charging
Stations. Parking facilities should be placed in

Figure 4.6-II Podium Parking

convenient locations to incentivize the use of clean

Building Frontage

air and electric vehicles.

c.

Motorcycle / Scooter Parking. Parking for
motorcycles and scooters may be provided
in compliance with City standards. Every two
motorcycle spaces shall be credited as one car
parking space for up to 5% of required parking.

Ground Story/

Figure 4.6-III Subterranean Parking
Property Line

Building
Frontage

Primary or Side Street

fixtures and colors should be designed in a manner
that is consistent with the architectural character of
adjacent buildings.
11. Amenities. The following amenities may be integrated
to support alternative modes of transportation and
sustainability. These amenities should be located in
convenient locations to incentivize their use.

Primary or
Side Street

10. Finishes. Parking lot and structure materials, finishes,

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Max. Ground Floor Height as
allowed

The non-lined portion of structures must be treated with the same quality of design as the rest of the building. Frequent and
vertically-oriented windows, façade differentiation, and traditional architectural elements all contribute to this. They must be set
back five feet from the side property line, and well-landscaped.
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A multi‐story garage lined with a mixed‐use liner.
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4.7 Allowed Use
A. Applicability

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Fig. 4.2 Site Regulating plan

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses
S-O

This section identifies the allowed uses and corresponding
permit requirements within the Village South Specific Plan.
Descriptions/definitions of the uses are in Section 4.12. If a
word or phrase used in the Village South Code is not defined
in Section 4.12, the Director shall determine the most
reasonable definition, giving deference to common usage.
Uses not listed are prohibited unless the Director makes a
"Finding of Similar Use", as defined by CMC Section 16.339.
All uses are subject to the development standards of this
Specific Plan.

VS-F

VS-E

2. Animal Services
Feed, tackle supplies for large animals (large animal defined in
CMC 6.20.010)

---

---

---

---

Pet grooming

---

---

P

P

Pet hospitals and boarding/kennels

---

---

---

---

Pet supplies (no outdoor storage)

---

---

P

P

Veterinarian office (small animal only with no boarding of pets)

---------------------------------- P

P

Alcohol sales for off-site consumption without on-site tasting

C

C

C

---

On-site sales in connection w/ Hotel Lounge Business (as defined
in Glossary)

C

C

C

---

On-site sales in connection w/ Live Performance Business (as

C

C

C

---

3. Alcoholic Beverage Sales

Village South Core (VS-C) - Upper floors only; groundfloor use regulated by "Shopfront Required" (see
below)
Village South Flex (VS‐F) ‐ See 4.2.C.2

defined in Glossary)

Village South Edge (VS‐E)

On-site sales in connection w/restaurant
Manufacturing, wholesale and distribution including microbrewery with no restaurant with limited tasting

C

C

C

---

C

C

C

---

Micro-breweries in connection w/ a restaurant

C

C

C

---

Special Wine Business (as defined in Glossary)

C

C

C

---

On-site sales in connection w/ creative instructional uses

C

C

C

---

Shopfront Overlay - Ground-floor only; See 4.2.C.1

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses
S-O

VS-C

VS-F

VS-E

1. Administrative/Professional

4. Educational/Instructional/Day Care Uses

Architectural, design, and engineering services

---

P

P

P

Adult day care

---

---

---

---

Art studios with less than 15% sales area

---

P

P

P

Children tutorial classes

---

P

P

P

Colleges (upper floors only)

---

C

C

---

Elementary, junior and high schools

---

---

---

---

Attorney/legal services

---

P

P

P

Banks, credit unions, financial institutions

---

P

P

P

Remote ATMs (stand alone facilities)

---

C

C

C

Brokerage firms and financial institutions

---

P

P

P

Business management services
Exhibit halls and galleries with 15% or less retail sales area (For

---

P

P

P

galleries with more than 15% retail sales area, see art gallery under 6. General
Merchandise/Retail Trade)

C

P

P

P

General administrative offices

---

P

P

P

Government offices

---

P

P

---

Insurance and accounting offices

---

P

P

P

Real estate, escrow and property management offices

---

P

P

P

Recording/film studios

---

P

P

P

Music, art, dance, gymnastic, martial arts instruction

C

P

P

P

Nurseries, pre-schools and day care facilities for children

----------------- P

P

C

Online educational institutions

---

C

---

5. Food/Restaurants/Eating Establishments

P

Permitted

--- Not Permitted
C

Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)
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C

Bakeries -commercial with ancillary sales

See under 8

Bakery - primarily retail sales

P

P

P

P

Catering services as primary - may include on-site dining facilities

---

---

---

---

Commercial test kitchen

---

---

---

---

Convenience store

See under 6

Ice cream, juice, tea and candy shops
Food markets

Key

VS-C

Key

P

P

P

P

P

See under 6

Permitted

--- Not Permitted
C Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)
SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)
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4.6 Allowed Use

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses
S-O

VS-C

Micro-brewery in connection w/restaurant

VS-F

VS-E

S-O

See under 3

Restaurant w/drive through

---

---

---

---

Restaurants/Coffee shops with no drive through facilities
Restaurants w/entertainment (for entertainment permit see CMC
5.45)
Retail food including specialty food markets (See Food/drug and kindred

P
P

P
P

P
P

P
C

See "Food/drug and kindred products" under 6

products category under 6. General Merchandise/Retail Trade)

6. General Merchandise/Retail Trade
Antiques retail sales (for antique warehouse, see warehouse distribution/

VS-C

VS-F

VS-E

Health, herbal, botanical stores

P

P

P

P

Hobby, toy, and game
Indoor swap meets/concession malls

P
---

P
---

P
---

P
---

Interior decorating, linen, and bath stores

P

P

P

P

Jewelry sales and repair

P

P

P

P

Leather goods and equipment

P

P

P

P

Luggage sales

P

P

P

P

Music, CD, tape and video sales

P

P

P

P

Musical instruments
Office supplies/stationery/cards
Outdoor sale or display of merchandise, or provision of services
in conjunction with primary use in a building (See CMC 16.090 for
restrictions and special permit requirements)

P
P

P
P

P
P

P
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

and gallery under 1. Administrative/professional)

P

P

P

P

Art supplies, framing

P

P

P

P

Pharmacies

P

P

P

P

Beauty supplies

P

P

P

P

Shoe stores

P

P

P

P

Books and magazines

P

P

P

P

Sporting goods and equipment (no gun sales)

P

P

P

P

operations under 19. Warehouse/Storage)

Appliance, consumer electronic, computer, and phone/
telecommunication equipment retail sales
Art gallery with retail sales (If retail sales area is less than 15%, see exhibit hall

Camera and photographic supplies

P

P

P

P

Clothing/shoes stores

P

P

P

P

Cigar/cigarette/smoke shops

C

C

C

---

Consignment clothing sales
Convenience stores

C
---

C
---

C
---

C
---

Discount variety, volume liquidation/seconds/cut-rate

See "Discount variety, volume liquidation/seconds/cut‐rate
merchandise, or thrift stores" under 6

Thrift stores
Travel agencies

---

P

P

P

C
C

C
C

C
C

-----

7. Lodging Places
Bed and breakfast facilities
Hotels and inns

---

---

---

---

Equipment sales/rentals w/outdoor storage

---

---

---

---

Floor covering

---

---

---

---

Apparel/textile products
Assembly of products

-----

-----

P
P

-----

Florists

P

P

P

P

Auxiliary uses that the planning director finds appropriate and

P

P

P

P

---

---

P

---

Food/drug and kindred products

compatible with a permitted manufacturing/industrial use

Food markets

P

P

P

P

Bakery -commercial with ancillary sales

---

---

P

---

Fabric stores

---

P

P

P

Blueprint services

---

---

P

---

Furniture, office and home furnishings

---

P

P

P

Catalogue distribution with no retail sales on the premises

---

---

---

---

Garden supply with outdoor display of plants
General merchandise, specialty, gift, craft items, candles,
housewares, and variety (non-discount) stores

P
P

P
P

P
P

P
P

Electronic, optical and scientific products
Food and kindred products

--C

--C

--C

-----

Guns and ammunition
Hardware/home improvement stores

--P

--P

--P

--P

Furniture and household products
Limited retail in conjunction with permitted manufacturing/
industrial use (provided retail < 20% total floor area and <20% of

---

---

P

---

---

---

P

---

merchandise, or thrift stores

8. Manufacturing/Industrial Uses

gross sales revenue)
Key

P

Permitted

Key

P

Permitted

--- Not Permitted
C Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

--- Not Permitted
C Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)
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4.6 Allowed Use

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses
S-O

VS-C

VS-F

VS-E

S-O

VS-F

VS-E

Laundry/dry cleaners - commercial

---

---

---

---

Automobile upholstery

---

---

---

---

Lumber/wood products

---

---

---

---

Manufacturing as a minor ancillary use to a permitted retail use

---

---

---

---

Automobile car alarm and stereo installation (within enclosed
building only)

---

---

---

---

Metalwork Fabrications
Micro-breweries, wineries, distilleries - manufacturing, wholesale,
tasting

---

---

---

---

Commercial parking lots and garages

P

P

P

P

‐‐‐

C

C

‐‐‐

Gas/ service station (See CMC 16.087)

---

---

---

---

Gas station with mini mart, car wash and/or restaurant (See CMC
16.087 for special standards)

---

---

---

---

Limousine service with parking for limousine vehicles

---

---

---

---

Truck trailer and equipment rentals

---

---

---

---

Micro-breweries in connection w/ restaurant
Outside operations with permitted
manufacturing/industrial uses

---

---

---

---

Paper products

---

---

---

---

Photocopying, computer publishing, and related personal services

See under 3

11. Personal Services

See " Photocopying and photo developing ‐ retail" under 11

Printing/publishing - commercial, large volume/heavy equipment

---

---

---

---

Research, development and testing of products

---

---

---

---

Sand and gravel extraction

---

---

---

Stone, clay and glass products

---

---

Water resource development

---

---

Banks, credit unions, financial institutions
Barbers, beauty, skin care and nail services

----------------- P

P

P

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Cemeteries and mausoleums

---

---

---

---

---

---

Dry cleaners/laundry (non-commercial)

---

---

P

---

Fortune Telling (See also CMC Chapter 5.38)

---

---

---

---

Funeral Parlors

---

---

---

---

Locksmith and key shops

P

P

P

P

Massage/Acupressure as primary use (See also CMC Chapter 5.36)
Massage as ancillary use to primary permitted use - less than 40%
of gross floor area of business (See CMC Chapter 5.36)

---

----------------- P

P

P
P

P
P

Crematory

---

---

---

---

Pawnshop

---

---

---

---

Photocopying and photo developing - retail

----------------------------------- P

C

Photography studios

----------------- P

P

Acute care/walk-in medical services

---

---

C

---

Ambulance services
Hospitals
Counseling/psychology

-------

----P

----P

----P

Medical/dental/electrolysis/hearing aids/acupuncture/
homeopathy/physical therapy /sports therapy (For massage see use

---

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

under 11. Personal Services)

Optometry related sales

10. Motor Vehicles Sales
Automobile body and painting as primary use

---

---

---

---

Automobile broker offices

---

---

---

Automobile car washes
Automobile, motorcycle, and RV sales - new

-----

-----

Automobile, motorcycle, and RV sales - used cars sales permitted
only in connection with new car sales

---

Automobile rental agencies with parking for vehicle rentals
Automobile/motorcycle repair - general, including quick lube,
smog check, transmission service

P

Permitted

--- Not Permitted
C

Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)
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See under 1

Check cashing/deferred deposit or payday advance uses with or
without ancillary services

9. Medical/Health Services

Key

VS-C

Printing/Publishing - commercial, large volume/heavy equipment

P
See under 8

---

Postal services/mail box rentals

---

---

---

---

-----

-----

Shoe Repair

P

P

P

P

Tailor and alterations

P

P

P

P

---

---

---

Tattoo (See CMC Chapter 9.70)

---

C

C

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

12. Public Facilities/Utilities
Government office uses

Key

See under 1

Public Park

P

P

P

P

Public maintenance yard and other non-office uses

---

---

---

---

P

Permitted

--- Not Permitted
C

Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)
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Table 4.7 Allowed Uses

Table 4.7 Allowed Uses
S-O

Public utility structures

---

VS-C

VS-F

VS-E

---

---

---

13. Recreation/Entertainment
Cyber cafe/Billiards and pool halls/game and video arcades/
paint+wine/escape rooms & similar uses
Social experience-oriented instructional businesses including
cooking schools, art courses, crafts or other experience oriented

C

C

C

---

instructional uses see 4. Educational/ Instructional/Child Care Uses)

Outdoor - amusement/recreation/sport
club/skating/batting cages/roller hockey facilities (not within a

P

P

P

---

---

---

---

---

VS-F

VS-E

Multi-family development (upper floors)

---

P

P

P

Senior housing

----------------------------------- C

C

Student Housing/Dormitory/Group Quarters

---

---

---

---

Offices for philanthropic, charitable and service organizations

---

P

P

P

Political campaign offices and headquarters

---

P

P

P

---

---

---

---

Public utility structures
Second-hand clothing/household goods sales

See under 12
See under " Discount variety, volume liquidation/seconds/cut‐
rate merchandise, or thrift stores" under 6

18. Temporary and Special Uses (CMC 16.306)
---

---

---

---

public park)

Christmas tree and pumpkin sales (temporary outside sales)

---

SU

SU

SU

Commercial/ office use of residential structures

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Public Assembly /auditoriums/meeting halls

C

C

C

---

Fruit stands

---

Theaters (live stage and movie) and concert halls

C

C

C

---

Large family day care

----------------------------------------------------- C

Mobile recycling and reverse vending units

---

---

---

---

Parking lot scale
Temporary outdoor displays, sales, storage and provisions of
services

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

--SU

--SU

--SU

---

---

---

---

Lumber yard as primary use (for lumber yard as an ancillary use
see Hardware/ Home Improvement or Discount/big box under 6)
General Merchandise/Retail Trade)

---

---

---

---

Mini-storage/warehouse facilities - See CMC 16.096

---

---

---

---

Outdoor storage as primary use

---

---

---

---

Outdoor storage as ancillary use to a permitted use in a building

---

---

---

---

Outdoor storage for gardening/landscape companies

---

---

---

---

Parcel delivery service

---

---

---

---

Warehouse distribution/ operations

---

---

---

---

Wholesale building materials w/ outdoor storage

---

---

---

---

Wholesale building materials w/ no outdoor storage

---

---

---

---

14. Religious institutions
Churches and places of worship with accessory uses including
garths and columbariums

C

C

C

---

Monasteries and religious group quarters permitted only in

---

---

---

---

conjunction with a church or place of worship

15. Repair Services
Antique restoration

---

---

---

---

Equipment and appliance repair

---

---

---

---

Furniture refinishing

---

---

---

---

Furniture upholstery

---

---

---

---

Assisted living facilities

---

---

---

---

Caretaker's or watchman's quarters

---

---

---

---

Congregate care facilities

---

---

---

---

Continuing care facilities

---

---

---

---

Convalescent care

---

---

---

---

Group care 7 or more people

---

---

---

---

Single family detached homes

---

---

---

---

Multiple family development (ground floor)

----------------- C

C

P

Live/Work lofts

----------------- C

P

P

Temporary parking lots
Temporary use of structures for carnivals, farmers markets, fairs,
circuses and religious gatherings
Temporary use of structures, trailers and facilities related to
established uses

19. Warehouse/Storage Uses

16. Residential

Key

VS-C

17. Service/Non-Profit Organizations

businesses*
Golf course and driving ranges
Indoor - amusement/recreation/sports and health clubs/skating/
batting cages/roller hockey facilities (not within a public park) (For

S-O

P

Permitted

* CUP required if alcohol is served.

Key

P

Permitted

--- Not Permitted
C Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

--- Not Permitted
C Requires Conditional Use Permit (CMC 16.303)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)

SU Requires Special Use & Development Permit (CMC 16.306)
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4.8 Signage

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

B. Claremont Sign Examples

A. Introduction
This section establishes the permitted signage types by
zone and provides standards according to sign type. Each
new sign or modification to an existing sign is required
to be designed in compliance with the standards of CMC
Title 18. Where in conflict with the standards of CMC 18,
the standards of this section rule. Signage is allowed as
identified in Table 4.8 and in compliance with the allowed
use(s) in the zone. Multi-tenant projects are encouraged to
create a Sign Program per CMC § 18.025.120.

Table 4.8 Allowed Signage
VS Core

VS Flex

VS Edge

Reference in CMC & VSSP

Sign Type
Primary Identification

P

P¹

P¹

CMC 18.020.050, 18.025.140, Section 4.8.C

Window

P

P¹

---

CMC 18.025.060, Section 4.8.D

Blade

P

P¹

P¹

CMC 18.025.040, Section 4.8.E

Sidewalk / A-frame

P

P¹

---

Section 4.8.F

Mural

P

P¹

P¹

Section 4.8.G

---

Exposed Neon

P
P
P2

--P
---

P
---

External Illumination

P

P¹

P

CMC 18.005.050

Illumination Type
Thru-face Illumination
Halo Illumination

2

Key

Notes

P

Allowed subject to applicable requirements

---

Not allowed in zone
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1 Only with shopfront frontage.
2 By discretion of the Director. Limited use allowed.
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4.8 Signage
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C. Primary Identification Sign

B
A

C

Individual metal letters mounted on a string course.

Wall signs may be located within the transom area of the
shopfront.

Simple, low-profile signs can be effective and elegant.

Script neon and metal letters mounted on reclaimed wood.

Individual, internally illuminated letters mounted directly on
wall.

Using bright colors to provide contrast to adjacent walls.

A sign applied directly to the façade, typically above the shopfront. This type consists of a single externally illuminated
panel or individual letters and/or logo. This type of sign is intended for viewing from across the street and along the
sidewalk.

Standards

Standards

Min

Max

In addition to CMC 18.025.050 and 18.025.140, Standards
for Primary Identification Signs include:

A

Letter Height

10"

24"

1. Up to one primary identification sign per business along

B

Width as % of façade width

none

60%

a building frontage is allowed. In multi-tenant buildings,
only the businesses with frontage on the sidewalk shall
have a primary identification sign.

2. Primary identification signs shall be located above the
shopfront and at least 12 inches from any eave, edge
of building or top of parapet. On multi-story buildings,
primary identification signs shall be located either
above the shopfront or above the openings on the
uppermost story.

4. Sign thickness (as measured from the façade) shall not
exceed 8 inches.

5. If illuminated, external illumination is recommended,
and shall be mounted to maintain visual integrity of the
sign.

3. Primary identification signs shall either be painted or
reverse channel.
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4.8 Signage
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D. Window Sign

A

B

Depending on font type and letter spacing, window signs can
have a wide range of transparency.

A wall sign incorporating neon.

Reflective vinyl can help make a sign more noticeable.

Subtle tones and colors can still create legible contrast.

Individual vinyl letters with feature area at top center and
contrasting background along bottom.

Bright colors can help make the window sign be more visible
and lively.

A sign painted or applied directly to the shopfront window(s) and/or door(s). This type typically consists of individual letters
and a logo with allowances for some contrasting background. Window signs also include posters for advertisements and
sales, product merchandise posters, open and closed signs, and painted or etched business names and logos.

Standards

Standards

In addition to CMC 18.025.060, Standards for Window Signs
include:
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Max

A

Height as % of window/
door height

none

50%

B

Width as % of window/
door width

none

50%

Area as % of total window/
door area

none

25%

1. Permanent window signs shall be individually painted
etched or otherwise applied letters or logo graphics
surrounded by clear glass.

Min
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E. Blade Sign
C
A

B
Blade signs are scaled to be legible from the sidewalk, and
often use contrast to be read easier from afar.

Blade signs may be simple and allow other sign elements to
provide more information.

Blade sign with depiction of product sold within the store.

A simple blade sign with address, name, and type of store.

Blade signs with depictions of product sold within the store.

Simple round blade signs.

D

A double-sided sign that projects perpendicular to the building façade from a mounted wall brace or from the ceiling
of a balcony or arcade. Blade signs typically project over a public right-of-way such as a sidewalk or public open space
and are intended for viewing by pedestrians approaching the shop along the sidewalk.

Standards
Such signs shall require both a sign permit, and an
encroachment permit where applicable. Under-canopy or
awning signs shall be reviewed by staff (CMC § 18.025.040.C).

1. It is recommended that only one blade sign be permitted
per shopfront entrance.

Standards
Height

none

18"

B

Width

none

48"

C

Sign Thickness

1/2"

6"

D

Vertical Clearance from
Sidewalk

8'

12'

E

Horizontal Clearance from
Adjacent Curb

24"

n/a

3. At least eight feet of vertical clearance shall be provided
from the lowest point of the sign and the sidewalk.

4. Blade signs that hang from the ceiling of a balcony or
arcade shall not exceed a width of four feet and should
be centered within the balcony or arcade.

5. The top of a blade sign shall be located below the
windows on the second floor of the building.

6. Blade signs shall be externally illuminated by a light
mounted on the façade or by neon tubing of at least
3'' thick used to illuminate letters, symbols, and accent
frames.
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Max

A

2. The overall area of a blade sign shall not exceed ten
square feet.

Max

7. Decorative and supporting hardware such as brackets
shall be architecturally compatible with the building
façade.

8. Blade signs shall be mounted near shopfront entrances.
9. Blade signs should not be placed under an awning or
horizontally within five feet of an awning or another
blade sign.
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F. Sidewalk Sign

C

A

Made of durable materials and utilize graphic symbols that convey the goods offered in the store.

B

A two-sided, non-illuminated, portable and temporary sign placed outside a shopfront on the sidewalk for viewing at
close range. The sidewalk sign is intended for use by retailers, office tenants, theaters, cafes, and eateries. Sidewalk Signs
should be unique, and lend interest and liveliness to a streetscape.

Standards

Standards

Min

Max

In addition to CMC § 18.025.090 and 18.035.070, standards
for temporary signs (including A-frame signs) include the
following:

A

Height (Overall)

18"

36"

B

Width

18"

30"

A chalkboard allows easy display of daily specials.

Custom and creatively
designed Sidewalk Signs are

1. Durable Material. Signs should be constructed of

C

Sign Area

3 sf

12 sf

6. Recommended maximum of one (1) sidewalk sign per

11. Only one sidewalk sign is recommended at each corner

Horizontal Clearance from
Adjacent Curb

18"

none

7. Signs should only be displayed during hours of

Pedestrian Clear Pathway

5'

none

8. Signs should be located within 18 inches of the

2.

durable materials, sufficient to withstand inclement
weather and color fading due to sunlight. Materials
may include wood, wrought iron, fiberglass (not foam
board), chalk board, and metal. Signs should also be
adequately weighted to withstand being overturned
by wind or contact. Weights, if required, should be
concealed or incorporated into the design of the sign.
Design. The design, colors, and materials should
complement the design of the shopfront and business
and present a finished appearance. Hand-drawn
images are recommended to convey the goods or
services offered. Mass produced graphic art such as
promotional posters for specific brands are prohibited.
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of an intersection.

business.
operation.

4.

5.

balloons, pennants, flags, or other attention getting
devices attached to the sign.
Projections. There should be no projections other than
raised carved letters, which should extend no more
than ½ inch from the sign face.
Edges and Corners. Signs should contain no sharp or
jagged edges or corners.

12. Signs should not be affixed to any wall or mounted on
wheels.

shopfront it serves.

13. Signs should be well-maintained in good structural and
aesthetic condition.

9. Signs should not be located within 15 feet of any
3. Attachments. Signs should not contain posters, flyers,

Foldable, unobtrusive
sidewalk signs with concise

crosswalk or intersection.

14. “Reader board” signs with removable slide-in letters are
discouraged.

10. Signs should not obstruct adequate and safe visual
clearance for vehicular or pedestrian traffic.
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G. Mural

A sign flat against a secondary façade, typically along a side street, alley, or along the side of a building facing a vacant lot.
Murals are typically painted directly on the building, pedestrian-scaled if on the ground floor and larger if on upper stories.
These signs are intended to be visible from a greater distance and are secondary to signage on the primary façade at the
building’s entrance. Mural Signs are subject to design review and approval as identified below.

Standards
All art murals shall be reviewed by the Public Art Committee.
In addition to CMC 16.148, the standards for murals include
the following:

1. Recommended Maximum Area
a.

1-story façade: 1,000 sq ft max.

5. Murals may include major or secondary identification
signs subject to a Special Use and Development Permit
and if within the maximum size standards permitted for
the business that occupies the tenant space upon which
the mural is located.

b. 2-4-story façade: 3,000 sq ft max.
2. Murals containing commercial copy of any sort are
considered a billboard. Billboards are prohibited.

3. Murals are recommended to include or feature local
history.

4. Murals are intended for secondary façades but may be
allowed on the front façade subject to design review by
the Art Committee.
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4.9 Street Design Standards
A. Introduction

C. Street Standards

This section establishes the standards and guidelines for
thoroughfares that are consistent with the vision described
in Chapter 3. For street design details not covered in this
section, the City's current standards for streets shall apply.
The most current edition of the National Association of
City Transportation Officials’ (NACTO) Urban Street Design
Guide shall also be consulted for all fine-turning and review.

1. The intent of this section is to generate a pedestrian-

B. Intersections.
1. Turning Radii. As illustrated in Figure 4.9.B.1, the

2.

effective turning radius takes parked cars and bike
lanes into account. Within the Plan area, all new or
improved curb radii are limited to 5 feet, and effective
turning radii are limited to 15 feet.
Pedestrian Crossings. Where present, crosswalks
should continue sidewalks as directly as feasible, and
should be double the width of the sidewalks they
connect.

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

oriented public realm framework that functions as, and
feels like, an extension of Claremont Village.

2. Any public or private street subject to the Plan shall
be designed and developed in compliance with the
standards provided in this section. The design of each
new street, and the improvements of existing streets
shall be based on applicable standards and guidelines
of this section.

3. While the block structure and street alignments may
deviate from this figure in certain cases, the required
street types and their respective standards may not.

4. Figure 4.9 shows the street network of the Plan. Each
line of the legend corresponds with its own sub-section
in the pages to follow, containing specific illustrations
and standards.

Fig 4.9.B.1: Turning Radii

Actual Radius

Effective Radius
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The design of the entire public right‐of‐way determines the
character of the street and by extension, impacts the users that
occupy these areas.
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4.9 Street Design Standards
E.

Fig. 4.9: Village South Street Regulating Plan

Indian Hill Blvd
Improvements (North of
Santa Fe St): Streetscape
improvements including
widened sidewalks,
enhanced landscaping,
landscaped median, street
restriping and curbside
parking.

Arrow Highway
Improvements: Streetscape
improvements including
restriping, buffered bike
lanes, improved sidewalks,
landscaping and improved
crossings at Indian Hill and
Bucknell.
Village South Drive:
Potential new residential
street providing access and
visitor parking.
Village South Lane: New
lane activated by village
shops and restaurants.
Central Paseo: New north/
south connection between
Santa Fe & Green. May
expand into a green or
plaza.
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Paseo

D

C

B

B

D

C

Public Frontage

Green St

Public Frontage
A

Santa Fe St Alternative (Parallel Parking)

Design Standards
1. Public Right‐of‐Way
A R.O.W.

Green St

St

ou
S

Indian Hill Blvd

Bucknell Ave
Improvements: Street
retrofits including adding
biofiltration and curbside
parking.

Vortox

Santa Fe St

Village South Dr

Green St Extension:
Continuation of Green Street
west of Indian Hill Blvd,
through Village South.

Lane

asP

Bucknell Ave

Indian Hill Blvd
Improvements (South of
Santa Fe St): Streetscape
improvements including
landscaped parkways, non‐
continuous landscaped
medians, additional street
trees, street restriping and
curbside parking along the
west side of Indian Hill.

Santa Fe St

Fig. 4.9.E Santa Fe St

VillaegoeSouth

Santa Fe St: New
commercially‐oriented
street, activated by ground
floor shops and restaurants.

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

2. Roadway
B

Village South Specific
Plan Boundary

Travel lanes

2 (1 each way); 12’ lane
widths

3. Public Frontage
Diagonal (45°); 18' - with
parking lane planters; every
C

Parking

3-4
Parallel;
8' withspaces,
parkingOR
lane
planters
every 2 spaces.

Intent
Arrow Hwy

88'-90' (diagonal parking)
68'-70' (parallel parking)

Santa Fe Street is envisioned to have a distinctly village main
street character (akin the streets of the historic Village) and
is a primary east-west connections through Village South.
This street will be lined (and activated) by village shops
and restaurants, provide high-quality street landscaping,
comfortable street furnishings and accommodate outdoor
dining to activate the street environment. As the character
of Santa Fe St transitions internal to Village South (ground
floor shops and restaurants transition to housing toward
the west of the block), the parking and public frontage
character should transition accordingly.

D

Sidewalk & Planter
(Commercial Frontages)

D

Sidewalk & Planter
(Residential Frontages)

14'-15';
Sidewalk: 8' min.
Planters: 6'x8' min.
14'-15';
Sidewalk: 6' min.
Parkways: 8' min.

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
Note: Santa Fe Street may be a private street..
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4.9 Street Design Standards
F.

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

Indian Hill Blvd (North of New Santa Fe St)

G. Indian Hill Blvd (South of New Santa Fe St)
Fig. 4.9.G South Indian Hill Blvd (South of New Santa Fe St)

Fig. 4.9.F South Indian Hill Blvd (North of New Santa Fe St)

Private Frontage [1]

F

D

E

C

B

D

C

Public Frontage

F

F

Public Frontage

E

D

C

Public Frontage

Design Standards

1. Public Right‐of‐Way

1. Public Right‐of‐Way
80' - 88'

A R.O.W.

2. Roadway
10' min landscaped median
(continuous from rail crossing to
new Santa Fe St intersection);

C Travel lanes

4 (2 each way); 11'

street parking, and possible sharrowed outer lanes.

E Buffer
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Parking

Sidewalk &

F Parkway

B

Curbside Parking could be added to the west side of Indian

3. Public Frontage
D

F

80'

2. Roadway

B Median

Two travel lanes in each direction with a center median, on-

E

Public Frontage

Design Standards
A R.O.W.

Indian Hill Boulevard is classified as a secondary arterial
street. Recommended improvements in this short stretch of
Indian Hill include reconfiguring (moving and lengthening)
the landscaped center median from the rail crossing to the
intersection of Santa Fe, street re-striping, widened retailoriented sidewalks (on the west side), and adding curbside
parking on both sides of the street. Indian Hill Blvd was
previously widened in this stretch to accommodate a rightturn lane and bus stop onto the existing Santa Fe St that
runs parallel to the existing rail right-of-way.

C

A

A

Intent

B

8'; Parallel with parking lane
planters
2' (car door buffer)

Hill, and the existing narrow sidewalk and planters could
be replaced with continuous landscape parkways, and new
sidewalks constructed on the fronts of properties fronting
Indian Hill at the time of redevelopment.

West Side: 14-16' [1]
East Side: 8' (per existing)

Intent

[1] Requires public access easement along the
properties fronting Indian Hill; existing sidewalk is
8ft, which is insufficient for a commercial shopfront
environment.

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
Note: Existing curb-to-curb width on Indian Hill Blvd is 72
ft. The dimensions recommended in this Table intentionally
maintain that width.

South of the new Santa Fe St intersection, the character of
Indian Hill St will transition to a more residential boulevard,
featuring curbside parking on the west side of the street,
landscaped center medians (mid-block and non-continuous
along this stretch) to visually narrow this 4-lane corridor,
and the potential to replace the existing narrow) sidewalk
and planters with continuous landscape parkways within
the public right-of-way by constructing new sidewalks on
the fronts of the private lots fronting Indian Hill via publicaccess easements at the time of redevelopment to establish
a strong village character along Indian Hill entering Village
South.

Medians/Left
Turn Lanes

C Travel lanes
D Right‐turn lane
(at intersections)

10' min landscaped medians (not
continuous); Left-turn lanes at
intersections / prominent drives.
4 (2 each way); 11'
10'

3. Public Frontage
Parking Lane
& Buffer (west
D
side of Indian
Hill only)

Parking lane striped at 8;
Car Door Buffer - additional 2';
Parking lane planters
recommended.

E

Parkway

8'; replaces existing 8' sidewalk
and planter [1]

F

Sidewalk

6' min. [2]
[1] At time of redevelopment of affected parcels.
[2] Requires public access easement along the
properties fronting Indian Hill; existing sidewalk is
8ft, which is insufficient for a commercial shopfront
environment.

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
Note: Existing curb-to-curb width on Indian Hill Blvd is 64
ft. The dimensions recommended in this Table intentionally
maintain that width.
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H. Green St

I.

Bucknell Ave

Fig. 4.9.I Bucknell Ave - (North of Santa Fe St)

Fig. 4.9.H Green St

D

C

B

B

C

Public Frontage

D

F

Public Frontage

E

C

Green Street will extend west through Village South to
Bucknell Ave, generally maintaining the right-of-way and
curb-to-curb width of the Green St east of Indian Hill Blvd.
Green Street will continue to be a primarily residential
street, but may be fronted by ground floor commercial
spaces at the corners of Indian Hill, and will potentially
be flanked by a new public plaza or green in the center of
Village South. Streetscape and traffic-calming measures
may include corner/mid-block bulb-outs, parking planters,
and the potential for a raised-table at the public plaza to
prioritize pedestrian connectivity and circulation on both
sides of the street.
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F

F

Public Frontage
A

Design Standards

Design Standards

1. Public Right‐of‐Way

1. Public Right‐of‐Way

A R.O.W.

typically 60'

A R.O.W.

60'

2. Roadway
B Travel lanes

2 (1 each way); 11’ lane widths

2. Roadway
B Travel lanes

2 (1 each way); 11’ lane widths

3. Public Frontage

Intent

D

Public Frontage

A

Intended character

C

B

3. Public Frontage

C Parking

8'; Parallel with parking
lane planters

Sidewalk
D Planter or Parkway

6’
6’

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4

8' (with parking lane planters
every two spaces)
8' (cut into existing street)

C Parking [1]
Existing Conditions on Bucknell Avenue

Intent

Bucknell Avenue is an existing wide thoroughfare with very
low traffic volumes on the west edge of Village South. North
of (or flanking) the new Santa Fe St alignment, diagonal
parking may be appropriate to serve as overflow parking
for the shops and restaurants on Santa Fe, or to directly
support commercial uses that might benefit from proximity
to the KGI campus across the street. South of Santa Fe St,
parallel parking is preferred for both sides of the street
to allow a continuous bioswale to be inserted along the
east side of Bucknell (built into the existing street) to help
accommodate the Plan's stormwater management and bioinfiltration goals. Parking could also be replaced by a
bioswale in front of the mini-storage facility where curbside
parking is unnecessary (and become a right-turn lane
approaching Arrow Hwy) to provide an additional visual
buffer to the mini-storage site for potential new buildings
in Village South.

D

Bioswale

E

Parkway
side)

E
F

(west

New/widened
Sidewalks

6'; replaces existing 6'
sidewalk [2]
Recommended ; 12' (sidewalk
and planters or sidewalk &
parkway)[2]

[1] Diagonal Parking (45°, every 3-4 spaces) optional
along the east side of Bucknell north of / flanking Santa
Fe St in lieu of bioswale;
[2] Requires public access easement along the
properties fronting Bucknell; existing sidewalk is 6ft.

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
Note: Existing curb-to-curb width on Bucknell Ave is 48 ft. The
dimensions recommended in this Table intentionally maintain
that width.
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J.
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West Arrow Hwy

K. Village South Dr
Fig. 4.9.K Village South Dr

Fig. 4.9.J West Arrow Hwy

G

D

C

B

C

D

E

D

F

B

E

B

Public Frontage

Public Frontage

A

C

Public Frontage
A

Design Standards

Design Standards

1. Public Right‐of‐Way

1. Public Right‐of‐Way

A R.O.W.

100'

A R.O.W.

2. Roadway

2. Roadway

B

Landscaped Median

15' (per existing),

B Travel lanes

C

Travel lanes

4 (2 each way); 12’ lane widths

3. Public Frontage

D Bicycle Facilities

9' 6"; ( 6' 6" Class II lanes with
3' striped buffers)

C

Parking

D

Sidewalk

3. Public Frontage

Intended character

Intent
West Arrow Highway is a major arterial street, and must
maintain 4 travel lanes, however, the existing outer travel
lanes should be narrowed to 12 ft, to accommodate
improved bike facilities (wider bike lanes and striped
buffers). Additionally, the existing (narrow) sidewalk and
planters along the north side of Arrow could be replaced
with continuous landscape parkways within the public
right-of-way and new sidewalks could be constructed on
the fronts of properties fronting Arrow (via public-access
easements) at the time of redevelopment to establish a
visually improved south edge to Village South.
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46' (may vary)

E

Parkway

8'; replaces existing 8'
sidewalk and planter [1]

F

Sidewalk

6’ min. [2]

G

Existing Sidewalk

(per existing condition)

[1] At time of redevelopment of affected parcels.
[2] Requires public access easement along the
properties fronting Indian Hill; existing sidewalk is 5'-6"
to 8', which is insufficient for a commercial shopfront
environment.

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
Note: Existing curb-to-curb width on Indian Hill Blvd is 82
ft. The dimensions recommended in this Table intentionally
maintain that width.

E Sidewalk and Planter

Intended character

2 (1 each way); 10’ lane widths

8'; Parallel with parking
lane planters;
(one or both sides)
6’
12’ [1]

[1] Requires public access easement along the
properties fronting Village South Drive

Intent
Village South Drive serves as a small, neighborhood-serving
vehicular and pedestrian connection between Arrow
Highway and Green Street. Based on the existing narrow
right-of way (~40 ft) parking could be provided on one-side of
the street only, and/or public frontages (including curbside
parking, sidewalks and planters) would need to be provided
via public access easements on the properties fronting or
gaining access from the drive at the time of redevelopment.

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
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L. Village South Lane
Fig. 4.9.L Village South Lane

D

C

B

C

Public Frontage

D

Public Frontage
A
Design Standards
1. Public Right‐of‐Way
A R.O.W.

30' min.

2. Roadway
B

Travel lanes

13' min. (26' min end to
end)

3. Public Frontage
C

Sidewalk and Planter

Varies

4. Private Frontages
Refer to Section 4.4
Retail/Restaurant‐fronted lane with outdoor dining

Intent
These connections may provide vehicular parking, fire lane,
or service access, and/or provide street frontage for groundfloor businesses. Regardless of primary function, the space
should be comfortable and welcoming for people to use
as a pedestrian connection. The street in the image above
allows vehicles as guests, and indicates vehicular-accessible
areas with high-quality paving material; however, the shared
vehicular-pedestrian street and sidewalks maintain the
same grade, emphasizing the intent of this space to serve as
a pedestrian thoroughfare. See also 4.10.E ‐ Paseo.
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A. Introduction

B. Standards

This section establishes the standards for public open
spaces based on the intended physical character through
three types of spaces:

1. Buildings adjacent to public open spaces must front

•
•
•

Plaza. Focused landscaping and hardscape for public
purposes.
Green. Small open space with landscape to
accommodate passive recreation.
Paseo. Paved passages that provide through pedestrian
connection from one thoroughfare or open space to
another. They may be adapted to allow vehicles, but
primarily prioritize pedestrian accessibility (see Sections
4.9.L and 4.10.E).

C. Plaza

onto the open space.

2. Public open spaces must be adjacent to an existing or
planned thoroughfare.

3. Public open spaces must be open to the public during
daytime hours.

Figure 4.10 Potential Public Open Spaces

These types are generally based on their function.
Collectively, the civic spaces are designed to function as a
comprehensive system of public open space that supports
the variety of physical contexts in mixed use places.

C
C

A

The plaza in Claremont Village with a landscaping and seating areas.

C

Key
A

A Green or Plaza is required in front
of the Vortox building, and must
encompass at least 2,000 square feet.

B

A formal publicly accessible space with focused landscaping and hardscape for civic purposes and commercial activities,
spatially defined by building frontages, and located at the intersection of important streets or pedestrian paths. The
plaza’s principle function is to serve as a flexible gathering space and to support civic and commercial activities such
as farmer’s markets, music concerts and art fairs. The plaza’s design serves all ages and abilities providing convenient
pedestrian connections through the space to the surrounding building frontages.

Standards and Guidelines
1. Landscape
Landscape materials should be a balance of
drought-tolerant trees, plants and groundcover
that provide significant shade and interconnected
spaces.

B

A second Green and/or Plaza is
required within the Plan Area and must
encompass at least 10,000 square feet.

a.

C

Paseos are strongly recommended
to provide pedestrian connections
between thoroughfares.

b. The ground surface should vary to provide a sense
of physical movement across the plaza as well as
support water drainage and reclamation patterns.

c.
The illustrative plan shows potential areas for
Tier 2 open space amenities. While the public
open space in front of the Vortox building is
required in the specified location, the location of
the secondary required public open space and
any other additional public open spaces may
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Furnishings such as benches, chairs, Tables and
drinking fountains should be provided.

d. Public art should be integrated into the site.
2. Design Details and Elements
a.

Size. The smaller dimension must be at least half of
the larger. No dimension may be less than 50 feet.

b. Visibility. The plaza is visible from adjacent streets.
Pedestrians and motorists alike must be able to see
through the space to the building façades at the
back of the plaza.

c.

Frontages and Adjacencies. The plaza has street
frontage on at least one side.

d. Lighting. Lighting shall be subtle and use low kelvin
luminaires.

e.

Structures and Improvements. The space should
provide locations for kiosks, stage areas, public
art, water features, and historic monuments to
enhance the space while not obstructing views and
pedestrian connections.
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D. Green

E. Paseo

A combination of turf and simple hardscapes.

A Paseo can create active pedestrian environments with dining areas.

A small open space spatially defined by building frontages and streets and accommodating passive recreation and
children’s play. While greens may include playgrounds, they are primarily intended as informal spaces with no dedicated
recreational use.

A narrow public pedestrian way that provides beautiful mid-block connections. Paseos can accommodate residential,
commercial and other non-residential frontages. Paseos present the opportunity to improve pedestrian connectivity and
safety while reducing the need for vehicular right-of-ways. Paseos lead or connect to other streets or open spaces.
Paseos can provide additional locations for shopfronts, patios and outside dining, informal open spaces and mini-plazas
between buildings.

Standards and Guidelines

Standards and Guidelines

1. Landscape

1. Landscape

a.

The ground surface may be predominately green,
hardscape, or a balance of both. Paved paths
and hardscape features should be integrated to
encourage pedestrian movement through the park.

b. Frontages and Adjacencies. Greens should
border at least one public street when located midblock, or two public streets on the corner of a block.

c.

b. Lawn, planting beds, hardscape, and/or drought
tolerant landscape are recommended.

c.

Trees should be arranged to reflect the design and
shall be of sufficient scale for their context.

2. Design Details and Elements
a.

Visibility. Visibility across, from one side of the
Pocket Park to the other is required. Hedges and
walls shall not exceed 36 inches in height.
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a.

Shading. Shade structures are allowed but shall be
reviewed for appropriate scale and to not visually
dominate the space. Trees and umbrellas are
preferred forms of shading.

meander through the Paseo side-to-side, especially
in paseos lined with commercial frontages, but
a defined route should encourage movement
through the space.

luminaires.

Structures and Improvements. Structures may
include but are not limited to pergolas, trellises,
small monuments, sensible water features, and
pedestrian amenities (benches, picnic tables,
drinking fountains, etc.), bike racks, playground
equipment and informal athletic courts.

b. Visibility. All buildings along paseos shall have an
entrance on the paseo and additional visibility to
the paseo.

c.

b. Landscaping should allow for pedestrians to

d. Lighting. Lighting shall be subtle and use low kelvin
e.

Trees may be arranged at varying intervals along the
side or in the middle of the Paseo to accommodate
pedestrian furniture and seating areas. Variability
in tree species, size and spacing is allowed.

2. Design Details and Elements
a.

Size. Paseos range in width from 12-25 feet in
width and either extend the entire depth of a block,
or connect to an alley or surface parking lot in the
center of a block.

Frontages and Adjacencies. Residential and nonresidential buildings open directly onto the Paseo
with the integration of stoops, patios and similar
frontages.

d. Lighting. Lighting shall be subtle and use low kelvin
luminaires.

e.

Structures and Improvements. Small side courts,
rest areas and pedestrian amenities (benches,
picnic tables, etc.) may be located in the Paseo.
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A. Introduction
A beautiful, walkable public realm network provides the
framework for a great town center, but without rich
landscaping and beautiful buildings Village South cannot
realize the promise of its privileged location or extend the
legacy of the Claremont Village. The design and use of all
buildings and site improvements in Village South is regulated
by the Code and guided by Design Guidelines. These are
based on the Goals and Guiding Principles endorsed by City
commissions and Council.
Architectural Objectives
•

•

•

•

Building Materials – Buildings should be crafted of
simple, natural, durable building materials that stand
the test of time and age with grace.
Building designs should generally include a base,
middle and top: the base made of strong, dense
materials that visually support the mass and are nice
to touch, middles with generous amounts of streetfacing windows in balanced compositions, and tops
that provide attractive shade, shadow and profile such
as gables, eaves, cornices or similar elements.
Ground floor frontages – including front setback area,
where provided, and ground level façade(s) – should be
designed with the passing pedestrian or visitor in mind,
inviting entry and/or providing “eyes on the street” to
keep the public realm safe in feeling and in fact.
Ground floor commercial frontages should be
provided with large, shaded, clear glass shopfronts that
invite views and access by passersby.
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•

•

Ground floor residential frontages should provide
an appropriate balance of privacy for the resident and
access by (or overlook of) passing pedestrians, through
combinations of building setbacks and ground floor
elevation combined with attractive landscape, low wall
and hardscape compositions. Where possible, front
doors should access the sidewalk in front of a project.
Off-street parking and vehicular access thereto
should disrupt the Public Realm and pedestrian network
as little as possible. Parking should be located toward
the back of the lot or underground whenever possible,
and screened from public views in all cases. Access to
parking should be via rear lanes or services alleys when
possible. Driveways and openings for vehicular access
into lots, when necessary and justifiable, should be
narrow and widely spaced.

Traditional architectural elements on a simple façade

Eclectic rhythm of traditional downtowns

Spanish revival precedent in Claremont

Traditional Shopfront

Simple shopfront with Spanish roof and contemporary glazing

Spanish revival town center
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B. Architectural Styles of Claremont
1. Definition of Style

MASSING

Within the Architectural Guidelines, the word "style" is used to denote the overall character of a building brought about through
the combination of massing, ornament, and materials. A truly authentic building within a style is one that uses all of these
elements appropriately in conjunction with one another. These principles can be applied to both Residential and Commercial
building types. Buildings should maintain consistency of style, and should not mix and combine elements of different styles.

2. Local Building Tradition

Traditional

Modern

Modern

To design within a style is not to directly mimic a previous building or group of buildings brick by brick, but rather to build on
trends and traditions attributed to a style. Styles themselves are living traditions with great flexibility, and sometimes are not
precisely delineated in the built environment.

STYLE

"Traditional buildings" as referred to within the document are those that combine traditional massing with traditional ornament
and materials. "Modern buildings" are those that incorporate either modern details, modern massing, or both. Buildings with
traditional window sizes and spacing can still be considered modern if the windows are articulated with modern materials
such as steel, or built into walls made of modern materials.

Traditional

Massing and style combinations for Residential Types

Traditional Claremont Village Architecture

Simple Post‐modern Retail

Spanish Style Town Center building

Contemporary Style Parking Garage Liner Shopfront

Contemporary cornerpiece with canopy

The following pages are intended to illustrate designs characteristic of Claremont variants of three broad American Styles.
These illustrations convey the level of detail that is to be provided in the architecture of the buildings, but certainly do not
include all possible variations.
Southern California has a rich tradition of being a habitat for both subtle traditional styles and avant-garde modern styles.
Although many of these styles are ubiquitous in California, local communities have adopted variations of styles that are
specifically tailored to local climate, geography, and lifestyle. Warm climate has, over the years, resulted in Spanish Revival
buildings with recessed windows, intimate shaded courts and heavily shaded balconies. Contemporary buildings also
incorporate deep shade recesses and low, moderately-overhanging roof forms.
Roof forms are often a good indicator of a building's style because they reveal which structural system is being utilized.
Steel systems allow modern buildings to incorporate innovative monopitch roof forms, and, traditionally, heavy timber and
masonry encouraged shallow-pitched roofs with relatively short spans in Spanish Revival buildings.

Traditional detailing and proportions for base, middle, and cap.
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Town‐Scale Downtown Streets with Monterey style elements.
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C. Spanish Revival
H

G

b

C

C

E

B
F
A
H

D

F

E
D
E
A
H

Description
The Spanish Revival Style is a hallmark California architectural
language with many different variations and configurations.
The early Spanish missions established throughout the
state helped to inspire the first wave of residential and
commercial structures in the style, while the 1915 PanamaCalifornia Exposition helped to introduce certain Baroque
elements and more Spanish elaborations to the style. The
resulting style is one that is fundamentally simple, with small
occurrences of architectural flourishes such as wrought iron
railings and decorative tiles.

Defining Characteristics

F

The style is particularly well suited to the Mediterranean
climate because of the heavy use of white plaster walls
that help reduce heat gain during summer. Thick walls are
frequently used as well in order to provide thermal inertia
and reduce thermal losses.

A

Low-pitched hip or gable roof with eaves facing the
street and terra cotta tile

B

Low overhang eaves with exposed rafter tails

C

Wall surface that extends into gable without break

D

Smooth plaster stucco wall finish

E

Simple stucco or tile decorative vents in gables

F

Wood or metal balconies that are either roofed or
open

G

Decorative chimney tops, especially using terra
cotta tiles

H

Along retail building frontages, simple arcades and
galleries are often present

Spanish Revival buildings often share intimate shaded
courts such as these.
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D. Craftsman

A
G
B
C
E
D

Description

Defining Characteristics

The Craftsman Style represents an independent western
movement in American architecture. Its guiding force was
the English Arts and Crafts movement, which favored the
beauty and honesty of traditional hand-craftsmanship and
natural materials. The style was adapted for countless small
houses and bungalows from the 1900s to the 1940s. Since
that time, the Craftsman Style has evolved to include various
interpretations adapting it to multifamily and mixed-use
prototypes.

A Low, horizontal proportions, characterized by
low-pitched gable roofs, horizontal materials
B Deep, broad porches that are integral to the
overall building form
C Wide, projecting eaves with exposed rafter
tails, supporting beams or braces, and timberframe decoration in gable ends
D Ganged (grouped) windows and doors, vertical
in proportion and trimmed with wood
E An emphasis on natural materials, particularly
wood, brick and stucco utilizing a three-step
process, often with natural stone foundations
and Piers
F Broad windows and doors
A contemporary example of a Craftsman style entry porch with
masonry and heavy-timber construction.
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G Porches with
combinations

distinctive

Pier

columns
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E. Contemporary
G

A
D

a
d
E
F

C

G

D

D

G
B
B

F

Description

A

Defining Characteristics

The Contemporary style is one that emphasizes mass and
form over the application of ornament and details. A direct
result of the Bauhaus movement, the Contemporary style
now includes many different variations of designs that all
share the same general principles. Most contemporary
buildings use large amounts of glazing with industrial
materials such as metal sidings and posts.

C

A Streamlined decorative detailing at doors and
windows
B

B

C

Smooth, sometimes textured wall surface, often
incorporating metals, industrial materials, stone,
and/or wood
Asymmetrical façade, with window patterns that
may not be consistent across floors

Locally, the Contemporary style has used glass façade
portions to capitalize on panoramic landscape views. Large
overhanging mass forms often create large shaded porch
and balcony areas.

B

D Flat roofs without decorative parapets or coping at
the roof line
E

C

Heavy use of glass along façades, often in the form
of floor-to-ceiling windows or ribbon windows

F

Front door usually unadorned, and often obscured
or recessed

G Prominent cantilevered sections of building, roof
and/or balcony without visible support from main
body of the building

Contemporary Mixed‐Use
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E. Form & Architectural Detail
1. General. Authentic, natural building materials are
recommended, including smooth plaster, fine concrete
block, brick, stone, tile, wood, terra cotta tiles and
appropriate metals. However, synthetic materials
that simulate natural materials may be allowed, when
approved in writing by the Director and based upon the
findings:

a.

That the material faithfully simulates the
appearance of the natural material it imitates;

b. Multiple Materials. On traditional buildings,
multiple wall materials combined on a single
façade should be should be stacked, with lighter
materials above those that are more substantial.
On modern buildings, materials should be mixed
in a manner suitable for the architectural character
of the building.

c.

supported by visible wood brackets or beams

b. That the material has a demonstrated ability to

on traditionally styled buildings. Most modern

weather gracefully, aging similarly to or better than
the natural material it imitates.

2. Materials.
a.

Primary Materials. Building walls should be clad
in smooth plaster or stucco (coarse, heavy lace,

buildings use visible wood or steel beams to visually
support cantilever.

a.

manufactured

pattern for traditional styles, and may be laid in
stack bond for modern styles.

wood,

dropsiding, board and batten, or fine concrete

b. Mortar Joints. Brick, concrete block, and cut stone
mortar joints should be set in from the masonry

block, brick, stone, or pre-finished metal panels.

units – struck or raked – not extruded or flush.

b. Chimneys. Exterior chimneys should be finished in
brick, concrete block, stone, or stucco.

c.

c.

Discouraged Wall Materials. Materials to avoid

with smooth or beaded mortar joints. Natural,

colors approved through the Design Review
process.

and do not cause a visual nuisance to automobile

e.

not exceed 8 inches to the weather. Dropsiding

with sedums may be used where appropriate.

should not exceed 12 inches and 4 inches,

3. Configurations.

window openings or modern exposed structural
with panelized windows.
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Wood Siding Patterns. Clapboard should not
exceed 6 inches to the weather. Shingles should

Organic Materials. Green wall installations planted

façades of one major simple material with punched

A Spanish Revival courtyard building with a portion of the
second floor cantilevering over the front entry

board siding should be stained or painted with

only be used if they are applied to small areas

General. Walls may either be designed as traditional

AVOID: Stone veneer that does not wrap the corner and exposes
the fact that is a veneer. Stones not laid with horizontal courses.

d. Wood Siding. Walls clad in wood or cement fiber

d. Reflective Materials. Reflective materials should

a.

Mixing façade materials, in this case plaster and siding, can
help break down the scale of a building.

non-native stone.

(Exterior Insulation & Finish System) on exposed

e.

Mortar joints are raked.

locally-sourced river rocks are strongly preferred to

plywood siding, low-quality vinyl siding, EIFS

traffic, pedestrians, and neighboring buildings.

Rubble Stone. Rubble stone should be laid in a
natural, horizontal direction in horizontal courses

include simulated finishes (such as artificial stone),

ground level location and split face block.

Brick and Cut Stone Patterns. Brick, concrete
block, and cut stone should be laid in true bonding

blocks, brick and stone are acceptable materials,
high-quality

This brick veneer wraps the corner.

4. Methods.

and Spanish textures are prohibited). Fine concrete
including

Cantilevers. Cantilevers should be visually

alternately.

f.

Green Walls. Green wall installations are
encouraged on secondary façades, especially those
that are lacking fenestration or south-facing.
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Site Walls

1. Materials
a.

General. All site walls should use materials that

c.

Front Yard Wall Height. Fences and garden walls

complement the architectural character of the

within front setback areas should be between 30

adjacent building.

and 36 inches in height.

b. Primary Materials. Garden walls and retaining

d. Retaining Walls. Retaining walls within the

walls exposed to public view, should be made of or

Primary Setback area – and to the line of the

clad in smooth plaster (with or without decorative

side yard enclosing fence or wall – should be

tile or terra cotta elements), decorative concrete

made of or clad in materials as specified in these

block, brick, stone (which may be mounted in

guidelines. Retaining walls behind the fence line

gabions), or weathering steel compatible with the

and substantially obscured from views from the

design of the primary building. Fences and trellises

public way may be relieved of this requirement by

should be made of finished wood, steel, or wrought

the Architectural Commission.

iron. Plain precision concrete block is strongly
discouraged.

c.

e.

be screened from public view by opaque walls or

Discouraged Wall Materials. Materials to avoid

fences meeting the requirements of this Plan and

include simulated finishes (such as artificial stone),

City standards for trash enclosures.

plywood siding, EIFS (Exterior Insulation & Finish
System) and plain precision concrete block.

d. Reflective Materials. Reflective materials, such as
mirrored glass, shiny metal, and chrome, should
only be used if they are applied to small areas,

f.

3. Methods
a.

with Sedums may be used where appropriate.

pattern for traditional styles, and may be laid in
stack bond for modern styles.

b. Mortar Joints. Brick, concrete block, and cut stone
mortar joints should be set in from the masonry

2. Configurations
a.

Garden Walls. Garden walls should be no less than
6 inches wide and capped. The cap on walls related

units – struck or raked – not extruded or flush.

c.

can be the same width as the wall when they are

with battered edges is encouraged for walls and
columns.

e.

colors approved by the Design Review process.

Wrought iron fences and gates for traditional styles

bars with no less than a 4 inch space between.

Wood Siding. Walls clad in wood or cement fiber
board siding should be stained or painted with

lattice with no more than 3-inch gaps in between.

tube faithfully simulating true wrought iron, with

Rubble Stone. Rubble stone should be laid in a

d. Local River Rock. Use of locally-sourced river rock

b. Fences. Wood fences and gates within front

should be made of true wrought iron, steel bar or

Smooth plaster walls may incorporate decorative tile or terra
cotta accents. These walls also have a cap.

with smooth or beaded mortar joints.

the same material as the supporting wall.
setbacks should be made of vertical pickets or

Stucco walls with pre-cast concrete caps should reflect the
building's character.

natural, horizontal direction in horizontal courses

to traditional building styles should overlap the wall
below – caps for modern buildings need not. Caps

Brick and Cut Stone Patterns. Brick, concrete
block, and cut stone should be laid in true bonding

pedestrians, and neighboring buildings.
Organic Materials. Green wall installations planted

Parking Walls. Parking areas should be screened
with walls up to 48 inches, where appropriate.

and do not cause a nuisance to automobile traffic,

e.

Green walls with drought tolerant succulents can cool sidewalk
areas.

Service Screen Walls. Trash receptacles should

f.

Wood Siding Patterns. Clapboard slats should not
exceed 6 inches to the weather. Shingles should
not exceed 8 inches to the weather. Dropsiding
should not exceed 12 inches and 4 inches,

From left to right. A contemporary wooden fence; Gabion wall with weathering steel fence; Plaster front yard wall with brick cap;
Plaster front yard wall without a cap.

alternately.
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G.

Building Elements

Attached architectural elements and details that provide
buildings with a human scale and pedestrian orientation –
including lighting fixtures, custom signage, awnings, hand
rails, balconies, and trellises – should be designed to be
consistent and compatible throughout the building.

9. Awnings. Entry coverings may include canvas awnings,

1. Columns, Piers, and Arches. Columns, piers, and

10.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

DEVELOPMENT CODE | CHAPTER 4

arches should be made of or clad in smooth plaster,
stone, locally-sourced river rock, concrete block, wood
or brick.
Porches and Porticos. Porches and porticos should be
made of either wood or steel.
Porte cochères and Carports. A Porte cochère or
carport should be designed as an integral wing or
element of the building it serves. The detailing and
architectural style of porte cochères and carports
should be consistent with the rest of the building.
Porte cochère and carport columns, posts, and beams
should match the columns, posts and beams used at
the building’s porch or stoop and should be consistent
with the building’s overall palette of materials.
Stoops. Stoops should be made of brick, stone,
concrete, or wood.
Exterior Stairs. Risers and treads should be made of
durable materials.
Balconies. Balconies should be made of wood, wrought
iron, or metal and may be open or covered. Balconies
should be at least 6 feet by 6 feet in floor area.
Railings. On traditional buildings, porch, balcony and
other railings should be made of wood, wrought iron,
steel bar or tube faithfully simulating true wrought iron.
Modern buildings may also use galvanized or painted
steel, aluminum, and cable railing components. Vinyl
substitutes are not appropriate.
Planter Boxes. Permanent attached planter boxes,
if provided, should be between 18 to 42 inches tall
and never obscure a window opening. Boxes should
be made of materials compatible with the rest of the
building. On traditionally styled buildings, planter boxes
should be clad in smooth plaster, decorative tile, stone,
or cast stone. On modern buildings, planter boxes may
also be clad in metal (steel, weathering steel), tile and
brick.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

or projected shed or gabled roofs supported by
brackets made of wood, wrought iron or metal. Modern
buildings may have metal or glass awnings supported
by tension rods
Bay Windows. Bay windows should be made of or
clad in materials identical to or compatible with the
building’s wall finish and windows. Bay windows should
be a maximum of 8 feet in width and should have a
height that is equal to or greater than their width. Bays
should be placed a minimum of 3 feet from any building
corner or other bay. A bay’s street facing façade should
consist of at least 50% transparent fenestration.
Spindles and Balusters. Spindles and balusters on
balconies, porches, and decks should not exceed a
spacing of 6 inches on center, or as required by the
California Building Code, whichever is less. Standard
pipe rails, horizontal and vertical, are strongly
discouraged except when located out of public view
in rear yards or when elegantly detailed as an integral
element of a modern building design.
Parapet Walls. Parapet walls on traditionally styled
buildings, along any street frontage, should be
articulated with corbelled patterned brick, projected
cornices, or projected roofs.
Decks and Porches. The undercroft of decks and
porches should be enclosed with lattice, vertical
pickets, or metal grilles, except in the case of galleries or
arcades. The soffits of arcades and galleries should be
finished in a manner consistent with the architectural
styles, such as, but not limited to stained bead board,
stucco, or panelling. No drop-in acoustical tile systems
are allowed.
Arches. Masonry and stucco arches (square or round)
should be no less than 12 inches in depth and piers or
columns should be no less than 12-by-12 inches.
Posts. Wood posts should have a minimum nominal
dimension of 6-by-6 inches and should be articulated
Dormers. Dormers should be placed no closer than 3
feet to building sidewalls or another dormer. Dormers
on primary masses of buildings typically face the street.
Dormers on wings are typically oriented into their own
yard to maintain the privacy of their neighbor’s side and
rear yards.

Example of buildings with a proper use of architectural elements
such as arcades, porticoes, balconies, windows and cornices.

A Spanish Revival mixed-use building with upper floor wrought
iron faux‐balcony detailing.

A stucco building with wrought iron bars used for protection and
ornamentation.

A second floor balcony covered by a wood trellis

A Spanish revival porte cochere that is designed to be an integral
part of the building

A brick building with a Parapet articulated with corbelled
patterned brick
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H. Roofs
1. Materials.
a.

Traditional Buildings. Roofs of traditionally styled
buildings primarily clad in stucco should be finished
with clay tile, concrete tile faithfully simulating
clay tile, slate, or dimensional composite shingles
simulating slate or wood roofing. The material
chosen should be compatible with the character or
selected style of the building.

c.

Roof decks. Roof decks may be located on a
portion or all of a building’s roof, in compliance
with the California Building Code (CBC) access and
exiting requirements. Roof decks should be at least
15 feet by 15 feet. Roof decks should have trellises,
landscaping, seating, fountains, or outdoor
fireplaces.

b. Modern Buildings. Roofs of modern buildings

d. Green Roofs. Green roofs may be located on flat

should be finished with narrow standing seam
metal, membrane roof with natural rock ballast as
needed, or dimensional composition shingles. The
material chosen should be compatible with the
character of the building.

roofed portions of traditionally styled buildings, but
may be planted on shed (mono-pitch) and butterfly
roofs of modern buildings where appropriate

c.

Organic Materials. Green roofs with plantings
may be implemented on a wide range of building
styles and uses.

e.

Service Equipment. Service equipment and
storage areas on roofs should be screened from
public view.

f.

Skylights. Skylights should be flat (non-bubble)
and are strongly discouraged from being located
in roofs visible from the public right-of-way except
when they are an integral architectural element of
modern buildings.

g.

Gutters. Gutters should be half-round or ogee.
Gutters on modern buildings may be rectangular.

and Downspouts. Gutters and
downspouts should be made of galvanized steel,
copper, or pre-finished aluminum.

d. Gutters

e.

Flashing. Sheet metal parapet and cornice cap
flashings should be integral to the overall wall
design and painted to match wall or trim color.
Traditional Buildings. Building roofs should be
gabled or hipped with eaves along the façade.
Flat roofs should be screened from the street by
parapet walls. Parapets may be faced with a pitched
roof. Shed (mono-pitch) roofs should be limited to
minor wings and projecting elements, and should
have a minimum slope of 2-in-12.

3. Methods.
a.

Gabled roof with decorative tile on the gable Façade

Overhanging Eaves. Overhanging eaves should
have exposed rafter tails, appropriately scaled
fascia boards, or should be finished with a profiled
cornice or gutter. On traditional buildings, flat
stuccoed soffits are highly discouraged.

A Mid‐Century building with monoptich roof

A Mid-Century building with butterfly roof

b. Rafters. Exposed rafter tails should have a
minimum Nominal Dimension width of 3 inches.

c.
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A stucco building with tile roof - a flat roof is screened by Parapet
walls faced with a pitched roof.

balconies, but only in shed configurations. Quarter
sphere or quarter cylinder awnings are strongly
discouraged.

b. Modern Buildings. Gabled, hipped, shed (monopitch) or butterfly roofs may serve as the primary
roof form.

A simple articulated Parapet screening a flat roof

h. Awnings. Canvas awnings may cover shopfronts or

2. Configurations.
a.

Terra cotta porches help to visually separate building elements
on Spanish Revival buildings.

Brackets. Supporting brackets, when provided at
eaves, should have a minimal nominal dimension
of 5 inches.
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Windows

1. Materials
a.

Primary Materials. Window materials, finishes
and configurations should be consistent with
the architectural style of a given building and
neighborhood character. Windows should be made
of wood, vinyl-clad wood, aluminum-clad wood or
metal. Permissible PVC and vinyl windows should
be available in a range of colors appropriate for the
applicable architectural styles and should resemble
wood windows in detailing and profile thickness so
as to make them indistinguishable when seen from
public streets, sidewalks and open spaces. Low
profile aluminum windows simulating early 20th
century steel industrial windows are encouraged.

b. Shape. Accent windows may additionally be circular,
elliptical, octagonal or hexagonal – a maximum of
two per façade is recommended. Modern buildings
may employ trapezoidal or circular accent windows
where appropriate.

c.

d. Shading Devices. Shading devices include.
Horizontal metal awnings, aluminum sun shades,
vertical metal fins or grilles, and decorative metal
grillwork panels

b. Glazing. Glazing should be clear glass with no
more than ten percent daylight reduction (tinting).
Glazing should not be reflective (mirrored).

c.

Traditional Accessories. Windows on traditionally
styled buildings may have the following accessories:
shutters of a similar high-quality material as their
adjoining windows, sized to match their openings
(sized and detailed as if they would cover the
window when closed), and opaque canvas awnings
(except quarter sphere and quarter cylinder
configuration).

e.

Recesses. Windows should be recessed no less
than 2 inches from the building façade.

f.

Bays. Elvations in traditional buildings should be
arranged following a coherent and well-structured
bay system. Misalignments with windows in upper
floors should be avoided and the bay rhythm
should be kept coherent along the façade. Special
attention needs to be put in façades with more
than three (3) types of bays given that, frequently,
façades with multiple types of bays and windows
tend to fail in achieving a successful composition
with a logical order in the arragement of its
elements.

d. Modern Accessories. Windows on modern
buildings may have metal sunshades, metal or
glass awnings.

e.

Security Devices. Security grills and bars on the
exterior façades of buildings are not recommneded,
but if employed, should be added with careful
aesthetic consideration, especially where visible
from public streets and sidewalks (see images on
opposite page).

2. Configurations.
a.

Proportion. Window openings should be square or
vertically oriented on traditionally-styled buildings.
Windows with horizontal proportions may be
appropriate for modern style buildings.
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Fenestration. On traditional façades, fenestrations
are typically around 1/3 of the façade area.
Exceptions include shopfronts, architecturally
shaded curtain walls, sliding or folding glass walls
and doors, and other special types that may be
desirable in creating indoor/outdoor spaces.

d. Shopfront Windows. Windows within shopfronts
may be fixed.

e.

Muntins and Mullions. Muntins and mullions
should be compatible with the architectural style of
the building. On traditional buildings, windows with
muntins and mullions should be true divided-light.

f.

Traditional Buildings. All windows above the first
floor should be of a consistent proportion, and
generally stacked vertically and with head aligned
horizontally. Exceptions to this will be made for
Spanish Revival buildings.

g.

Curtain Walls. Curtain walls should not be used
unless recessed or paired
with
appropriate
shade devices. Curtain wall systems must have a
consistent grid with consistent panel proportions
across bays.

Ganged windows on a Spanish revival building

A Spanish revival building with Spanish eaves

Security devices such as window grills should be architecturally
compatible with the rest of the building.

Brackets support a metal window awning.

Appropriately sized window accessories

3. Methods.
a.

Window Types. Windows on façades are generally
to be double hung, single hung, or hinged casement.
Horizontal sliders are not recommended on the
side street façades of traditional corner buildings.

b. Circular or hexagonal windows. These may
additionally be pivoted or hopper configuration.

c.

Clerestory Windows. Clerestory windows may be
fixed.
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J. Doors
1. Materials
a.

Primary Materials. Doors should be made of
wood, vinyl clad wood, fiberglass-clad wood,
aluminum-clad wood, fiberglass or metal.

b. Glazing. Glazing on doors should be clear glass
with no more than ten percent daylight reduction
(tinting). Glazing should not be reflective (mirrored).

3. Methods.
a.

Door Types. Doors should be side-hinged only,
except garage doors which may be overhead,
and sliding glass doors which may face rear or
side yards. Shopfronts may also use bi-fold door
systems and, on modern buildings, aluminum and
glass garage doors (bifold or sectional).

2. Configurations
a.

Accessories. Doors may be flanked with sidelights
and transoms that are compatible in character to
the door itself. Doors may be paired with Juliet
balconies on upper floors only if a full balcony is not
appropriate, and if the door itself is fully operable.

Many modern homes signify front doors with bright colors.

b. Recesses. Doors should be recessed no less than 2
inches from the building façade.

c.

Building Entrances. Public and visitor building
entrances to upper floors should be directly visible
from the street and should be easily identifiable
and distinguishable from first floor shopfronts by
locating the entrance in the center of the façade,
as part of a symmetrical overall composition;
or accentuating the entrance with architectural
elements, such as columns, overhanging roofs,
awnings, or ornamental light fixtures. For
shopfronts, architecturally shaded curtain walls,
sliding or folding glass walls and doors, and other
special types may be desirable in creating indoor/
outdoor spaces.

Doors that maintain the appearance of being natural wood

d. Shading Devices. Shading devices include
horizontal metal awnings, aluminum sun shades,
vertical metal fins or grilles, and decorative metal
grillwork panels.

Examples of shopfront window and door configurations
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K. Shopfronts
1. General. New or renovated shopfronts within historic

2.

buildings should emulate a traditional shopfront to
harmonize with the overall building architecture. This
can be flexibly interpreted, for example, when the
general form of a new shopfront is like the original but
the materials are contemporary.
Materials. Shopfronts should be of material similar or
complementary to the main materials of the building.

a.

Shopfront. Should be constructed from masonry,
natural stone, concrete, wood, or stucco.

b. Windows. Should be wood, clad-wood, steel
or aluminum. Reflective or tinting of shopfront
windows in excess of 10% opacity is prohibited;
where additional shading is needed, frontage
elements such as arcades, galleries, awnings, or
canopies may be utilized instead.

c.

Doors. Doors should match or coordinate with
the materials, design, and character of the display
window framing.

d. Bulkheads. Bulkheads are encouraged to be clad

Entries. Recessed entries are
recommended as another traditional element
of the main street shopfront. Recommended
treatments include:

d. Recessed

in decorative tiles and similar materials.

a. Modern. Modern assemblies should be aluminum,
steel, weathering steel, aluminum-clad wood,
concrete (poured in place), other high-quality
metals, or naturally finished wood. Shopfront
framing should be pre-finished. Metal may be
painted when appropriate.

consistent across the façade. Glass in clerestory
and transom windows may be clear, stained glass,
or frosted, but not tinted.

c.

ii.

Ornamental ceilings such as coffering;

iv. Soffit lighting & uplighting to highlight

Entablature. An entablature composed of
architrave, frieze and cornice should be provided
above the shopfront.

b. Transom windows. Should be equally divided and

Special paving materials such as brick, stone,
or ceramic tile;

iii. Decorative light fixtures.

3. Traditional Shopfront
a.

i.

architectural features.

v.

Vines grown in vine pockets or planter boxes at
the building façade within the setback.

Bi-fold restaurant doors opening onto a patio.

4. Configurations
a.

Piers. Pier bases should align with horizontal
elements on the shopfront, such as sills.

Ground Floor Distinction. A cornice or horizontal
band should be provided to differentiate the
shopfront from upper levels of the building. Pier
bases should align with horizontal elements on the
shopfront, such as sills.

b. Openings. Modern buildings may use bi-fold or
sectional garage door systems within shopfronts.
Shopfront windows should be consistent in size
and recessed a minimum of two inches from
bounding piers.

Fig. 5.10.8H Shopfront Configurations
1

1

c.

2
2

3
5
4
3

Traditional Shopfront
1 Header should be 24 to 36 inches tall.

Transom windows should be equally divided and
consistent across the Façade.
2 Shopfront windows should be equal in size and recessed

Modern Shopfront
1 Header should be exposed or suggested structural beam.
2 Transom windows should be equally divided when

possible and consistent across the façade.
3 Windows should be equal in size when possible, but may

be configured in different ways as necessary.

a minimum of two inches from stucco or masonry piers
as adjacent materials.

4 Base panels may either be glazing or solid material.

3 Base panels or shopfront base not to exceed 36 inches

5 Main glazing area may be fixed or an operable door,

in height.
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sectional garage door or bi-fold door system.

Overhead Projections. Awnings and shed roofs
may be incorporated in the shopfront above
entries or shopfront assemblies, but should not
run continuously across from opening to opening
across the entire shopfront. Canvas awnings may
cover shopfronts or balconies, but only in shed
configurations. Awnings or canopies may encroach
into the public right-of-way over the sidewalk, via
cantilever or wall-mounted brace, extending to a
distance within two feet of the face of curb.

A masonry shopfront with an arcaded entrance and display
windows

d. Lighting. Lighting should be mounted on the
shopfront wall, preferably centered on the piers
between windows/doors or centered above the
windows/doors of the shopfront. In instances
where projected shed roofs are used over entries
the lighting may be mounted in the underside of
the shed element.
Restaurant with a commercial garage frontage that opens to
outdoor seats.
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L. Colors.
1. Coordinated and subdued colors typical of natural building materials, such as earth tone colors are recommended.
Extremely bright colors are not recommended except on doors, window trim, or other building components that represent
a small portion of the overall building façade.

2. White and lighter earth tone colors are encouraged as ways of reducing heat gain on buildings.

2. Commercial
a.

Access. Vehicular access should be from the side
or rear of a lot, and accessed by a driveway or lane.

i.

Trees scaled to the space are generally
recommended for shade and to screen views
to and from neighboring buildings.

ii.

Screening devices may include decorative and
landscaped walls, finished concretes and other
high quality materials that are complementary
to the surrounding buildings.

4. Allowing the natural color of materials such as stone or brick to dominate the majority of façade surface as its base color
is recommended. Exceptions can be made for modern buildings.

5. Trim and accent secondary colors for elements such pilasters, horizontal bands, cornices and window frames should
complement the shade of the base color.

M. Vents, Grilles, Caps

as sculptures, murals and artistic Façade
treatments and installations.

2. Materials should be consistent with the style of a proposed building and the building’s finishes and details.

2.

O. Parking
1. Residential
a.

Garage Doors. Garage doors should have a maximum width of 16 feet and maximum height of 10 feet. When
possible, the visual impact of garage doors should be mitigated by building elements such as balconies and bay
windows. When grouped, garage doors should be separated by a minimum width of 1 foot of wall material, column,
or combination thereof. Garage doors may be of wood, aluminum or cementitious panel. Material and color should
relate to the main body of the building. Modern buildings may use aluminum glass garage doors.

b. Porte cochères and Carports. Porte cochère and Carport roof forms should complement the building’s architectural
style. Porte cochère and carport roofs may be extensions of the porch roof or the building’s main roof, or may be
independent roofs attached to the building’s side wall.

c.

c.

Shade. Shade should be provided throughout
surface lots. In addition to landscape, shade may
be provided by arbors, trellises, pergolas, mesh,
overhead canopies, and, or lots without public
frontage and out of public view, solar shade
structures.

d. Lighting. Outdoor light fixtures are limited to 15
feet in height. Lighting shall be shielded so that the
light source (i.e. bulb) is not visible from off project
site and glare is confined to the maximum extent
feasible within site boundaries. Light fixtures
shall be directed down and away from adjoining
properties and public right-of-way. The color of
exterior lights should be warm with a maximum
color temperature of 3000K.

ii.

Landscaping should be evenly dispersed with
trees planted around the perimeter. For larger
parking areas, large planters with the ability
to accommodate heritage class trees are
encouraged. These planters should be at least
12' wide by 18' long.

iii. Appropriate irrigation shall be provided for
landscaped areas.

f.

Paving. To reduce stormwater run-off and pollution,
and to allow for the replenishment of groundwater,
parking areas should be designed to reduce the
amount of run-off generating surface area. The
following permeable surfaces are encouraged:

i.

Pervious asphalt and concrete;

ii.

Permeable pavers (such as Unipaver, Ecostone and SF Rima);

iii. Reinforced

gravel paving
Structures’ Gravelpave);

(e.g.

Invisible

iv. Reinforced

(e.g.

Invisible

grass paving
Structures’ Grasspave);

v.

Bioswales;

vi. Planters and tree wells with no curb or regular
breaks in the curb to allow stormwater to enter
planters and percolate.

Driveways

i.

Landscaping within or around the parking area
should cover a minimum of 10% of the gross
parking lot area. A minimum of one shade tree
should be provided for each 4 parking spaces,
or trees shall be provided to achieve 50%
canopy coverage of paved area at maturity,
whichever is greater.

iii. Surface lots may incorporate public art such

1. Vents should not be visible from the street or from shared open spaces such as courtyards or forecourts.

adjacent to the lane and take their access from it.
Without Rear Lane access. Service entrances, waste disposal areas, and other similar service areas should be located
far away from streets and screened.

i.

street views by buildings or other strategies.

accents. Additional complementary colors should be used sparingly and to accent particularly beautiful building elements.

1. With Rear Lane access. Service entrances, waste disposal areas, and other similar service areas should be located

Landscape. Water conserving plant materials
should comply with the following:

b. Screening. Surface parking must be screened from

3. The number of exterior façade colors should be limited to three – a base color and a secondary colors for trims and

N. Service and Utility Placement

e.

Driveways paved with high-quality materials like brick or stone – or pavers that faithfully simulate brick or stone
– are encouraged

ii.

To preserve the original natural drainage patterns, it is recommended that pervious paving materials – generally
modular paving materials such as brick, stone or similar units installed over appropriately engineered pervious
substrata – be used for driveways, paths, or other hard-surfaced areas.

d. Circular Drives. Circular drives must have a landscaped island that covers the area between the edges of the circular
drive and the public right-of-way.
Parking screened from street views by landscaped wall.
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Pervious paving
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P. Landscape Guidelines
b. Landscape Sustainability
i.

Site planning and landscape design should
promote conservation, preservation and the
enhancement of the natural environment
in balance with sensitivity to long-term
environmental and fiscal sustainability.

ii.

The VSSP area has also been planned and
designed to integrate practices of sustainable
stormwater management known as “Low
Impact Development (LID)”, an approach to
land development that works with nature to
manage stormwater as close to its source as
possible. Unlike a conventional system that
would simply pipe uncleansed stormwater
into drainage channels – the stormwater
systems of the Plan Area will instead employ
a multi-layered LID system of distributed Best
Management Practices to collect, infiltrate and
cleanse rainwater as close to the source as
feasible. This system includes:

Landscape plays a number of very important roles. Its primary role is to help generate a network of beautiful, varied,
comfortable, habitable and sustainable public and private open spaces that support a full range of activities including active
play, active transportation, quite enjoyment of the public realm, and shopping and dining the neighborhood centers. Specific
priorities for the landscapes of the VSSP area include:
•
•
•

Provide a link to Claremont's rich heritage as a "city of trees and PhD's";
Spatially define the streets and open spaces, providing them with a strong human scale and pedestrian orientation;
Provide for critical solar and wind protection functions: shading and cooling in the summer, while allowing filtered sunlight
and warmth to pass through in the winter, and buffering inhabitants from prevailing winds;

•

A landscape rich in native and adaptive plant materials, using limited water resources effectively and projecting Claremont's
unique identity;
Provide biofiltration and retention areas for stormwater management, and the potential for stormwater harvesting and
reuse in the landscape irrigation system;

•
•

Measures on individual lots, which may
include
flow-through
planters,
rain
gardens, cistern, and Biofiltration basins
and vegetated swales;
•
Measures along the streets, lanes and
parking lots such as biofiltration basins
and vegetated swales, permeable parking
lanes, sidewalks and parking lots; and
filtration and infiltration areas in the parks
and greenways.
iii. Storm drain filters and dry wells may also be
proposed for urban settings: they are space
efficient and have a minimal impact on site
utilization.

•

Screen and buffer views of parking, loading and service areas.

1. Strategies & Goals
a.

Landscape Strategies. The following specific landscape design strategies will inform the final design of the Plan Area:

i.

Utilize a mix of climate-appropriate trees to define the primary framework streets and deciduous canopy trees to
provide shade along the sidewalks and within the parks, greens and squares of the Plan Area.

ii.

Utilize appropriate street and park trees that tolerate stress, provide summer shade and winter sun, and provide
a variety of texture and color characteristics;

iii. Provide landscapes compatible with Claremont's mediterranean climate and use a palette of attractive drought
tolerant plant species conducive to eco-friendly pesticides and compatible with the native vegetation of the area;

iv. Generally reserve maintained turf for active recreation and play areas, employing more drought tolerant plant
materials and hardscapes and rockscapes elsewhere.

v.

Design the street and open space network as a system for sustainably managing the flows and environmental
quality of precious stormwater, including opportunities to store and reuse stormwater for irrigation.

Succulents and grasses can be distributed in creative ways in
public spaces.

c.

In Southern California's arid climate, shade and canopy trees
can help encourage pedestrian activity.

Water Conservation

i.

The Plan Area should utilize progressive
techniques in water conservation technology
and practices through careful planning and
thoughtful design and engineering. The
Plan Area, following LID practices, should
minimize stormwater flows by promoting onsite infiltration and reducing contaminants
through biological filtration. The objective

is to decrease runoff peak flow and volume
by providing many opportunities for water
retention and on-site infiltration. As a result
the rate and volume of on-site stormwater
infiltration will be increased, achieving on-site
water cleansing and filtration, and a significant
reduction in stormwater flows.

vi. Utilize landscaping to screen unattractive areas.
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b. Medians & Swales

Innovative stormwater management features
and filtering systems for reducing pollutant
loads should be integrated into the project,
such as biologically based systems and
associated bio-retention areas,
bioswales
and vegetated filter strips. Storm drain filters
should be installed to remove debris and
hydrocarbons prior to discharge.

i.

Medians. On streets with

ii.

Rain Gardens and Bioswales. Drainage

2. Biofiltration & Stormwater Management. The streets
are part of a visible system of the green infrastructure
that encompasses pedestrian, bicycle and auto
circulation, and community open spaces that provide
for various recreational needs, yet act as a functional
system for stormwater treatment and management.
Street design also incorporates the stormwater system
into the aesthetics of the community and encourages
community education.

a.

Parks and gardens help preserve the natural environment, and
encourage walking, even in a hot climate.

Parkways and Planters

i.

Typically
applied to neighborhood streets, parkways are
landscaped areas that buffer the sidewalk from
the street, and may accommodate in addition
to street trees, a variety of landscape elements.
Drought-tolerant alternatives to traditional turf
landscaping, such as decomposed granit or
mulch groundcover, are encouraged.

Continuous

Parkway/Planter.

Rain gardens with curb cuts help manage runoff from rain
events.

ii.

iii. Rain Garden with Curb‐cuts. Where possible,
drainage channels may be cut into street curb
face to allow street run-off wastewater to flow
into streetside gardens, providing Biofiltration,
and slowing runoff into the sewer systems.

iv. Flex Planter. Parkways fronting work/live,
retail or commercial uses may be hardscaped
to provide additional sidewalk width for a
variety of approved uses.
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Trees can be used to both provide shade for sidewalks and
screen unattractive expanses of walls or service areas.

Cisterns can be used to store rainwater. They may either be
above ground tanks or integrated into the landscape.

Parking Lanes

i.

provided on urban and/or commercial streets,
where wide sidewalk space is desirable.
Planters should have a minimum dimension
of 4'x4', and may be at grade and/or grated to
provide additional continuous sidewalk space.
Broad canopy trees that maximize shade and
street enclosure are recommended

ii.

channels can be cut into the street curbface
to let water into bioswales, rain gardens, and
ditches rather than traditional raised parkways,
providing biofiltration of street water runoff.

c.

Planters and Tree Grates. Planters are typically

large rights-ofway, center medians may be provided to
additionally enhance the landscape character
of the street, accommodate left-turn pockets,
and provide pedestrian refuges in crosswalks at
intersection and mid-block crossings. Medians
may be designed and landscaped in a variety
of ways, including rain gardens, Bioswales,
hardscape, turf, and/or street trees. Where
possible, medians should be wide enough to
accommodate left-turn pockets.

Parking lane planters accommodate street
trees on streets with existing sidewalks that
are either directly adjacent the street curb, or
are too narrow to accommodate planters or
parkways. They additionally can visually narrow
wide streets and calm traffic. Planters are
spaced away from the street, so that drainage
gutters are unimpeded, and may additionally,
be "open-backed" - allowing street water runoff
to seep into planters. In more urban settings,
Bulb-out planters may be grated to reduce
maintenance of planter landscaping.

Storm drain filter systems help to naturally filter runoff.

Parking lanes should employ permeable
pavements that both contrast the main
street material and allow infiltration. Using
permeable pavements in conjunction with
appropriate planters and curb cuts draining
into parking lane planters allows for a range
of infiltration opportunities. Materials for
permeable areas include spaced concrete
pavers and decomposed granite. Permeable
pavement areas should be located adjacent
planter bioswales when possible.

iii. Larger trees are encouraged at bulb-out
corners and adjacent to large parking lane
planters.

Parking with permeable pavers and rainwater collecting
planters
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•

d. Parking Lots
i.

ii.

To reduce stormwater run-off and pollution, and
to allow for the replenishment of groundwater,
parking areas should be designed to reduce
the amount of run-off generating surface area.
Permeable pavements are load-bearing
surfaces that have the capability of infiltrating
runoff into the underlying reservoir base
coarse (with at least 40% void space) and
soil. Different types of permeable pavement
include:
•

•

Porous asphalt comprised almost entirely
of stone aggregate and asphalt binder
with very little fine aggregate;
Pervious concrete that has a permeability
rate of 12 inches per hour and has
the appearance of exposed aggregate
concrete;

•
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Unit pavers, bricks or stones that provide
a durable and attractive surface, spaced to
expose a permeable joint and base;
Crushed aggregate that provides a wide
variety of aggregate types, and which must
be bounded by a rigid edge;

•
•

Turf blocks;
Cobbles which are suited for low traffic
areas and require a rigid edge.
iii. Surface overflow should drain to vegetated
bioswales or biofiltration strips through curb
cuts.

iv. Properties that have podium or subterranean

Corner bulb‐out planter with street drainage maintained

A swale in using small stones.

parking should provide dry wells or belowgrade infiltration chambers to collect runoff during rain events. They may be placed
anywhere on the property or integrated as
part of the structure.

v.

Overflow should drain to the water quality
features prior to discharge into nearby storm
drain facilities.

A bulb-out containing a swale with access to street runoff

In‐street planter bulb‐outs

Parkways may be landscaped in a variety of ways, and turf-alternatives, such as
decomposed granite, and mulch, are recommended.

A green street with curbless planters
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Streets lined with a mixture of office, retail, and residential parkways may be filled in
with permeable pavers to increase the usable sidewalk space.

A median with a small river stone drainage bed and droughttolerant plants

Drainage channels may be cut into street curbface to allow street
run-off water to drain into bioswales, providing biofiltration
and wastewater management.
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b. Trees, shrubs, hedges, and deciduous vines should

3. Public Open Space Landscape Guidelines
a.

General Guidelines. A network of plazas, squares
and greens has been planned to provide residents
with a variety of outdoor experiences. Plazas are
highly ordered spaces, usually with a cluster of
buildings that tightly define exterior space. Squares
are green areas often placed in front of or closely
aligned with civic buildings that help define their
stature within the community. Greens provide
play space to recreate and commune with nature.
Although the character of public space differs, and
hence the human experience, they all form the
community’s backyard and offer opportunities to
spend time in the company of others or to find
solitude.
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be used to minimize solar heat gain during the
summer and maximize heat gain during the winter.

c.

d. The bottom of a lamp along a path should not be
more than 15 feet above the ground.

e.

Wall-pack types of lighting are prohibited.

f.

Front Yard Landscapes. Plantings in yard areas
fronting on streets should be appropriate to
the scale, orientation and purpose of the yard.
Appropriate plant materials and designs for specific
frontage yard types are as follows:

Shade trees are integral to plazas and public spaces.

b. Recommended Materials. The design of these

i.

"community living rooms" should emphasize
comfort and flexible use - accordingly shade trees,
shaded seating areas and a variety of ground
surfaces for walking and play are recommended.

General Guidelines. Landscape should be used
to soften walls and fences and provide a green
screen between commercial buildings and adjacent
residential properties, except where fire protection
standards require non-combustible fencing.

Plaza containing canopy trees and permeable material

g.

Plants can be potted or planted in yard areas.

Shared front yards. Lawn, ground cover
and low shrubs should compose the front
yard landscape. Shrubs should be massed or
configured as maintained hedges. Hardscape
may be used adjacent to entrances and in
seating areas. Trees should be planted at the
edge of the private space and be in proportion
with the height and mass of the building
Façade.

4. Private Open Space Landscape Guidelines
a.

Site lighting should be shielded so that light
sources are not visible from a public way and do
not produce glare.

Other Yard Landscapes. Side and rear yard
plantings should be planted to insure privacy,
create buffers, and provide passive solar value.
Rear yards do not need to be landscaped, except
to the extent that they affect the quality of public
space.

Front yards may either take on a more natural, rugged
appearance or a more minimal, formal appearance.

h. Irrigation. Permanent and automatic irrigation

Outdoor event areas should integrate landscape and hardscape
elements.
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A paseo with flagstone and embedded planters that receive
runoff

systems shall be provided for all landscaped
areas per the City’s water efficient landscape
specifications. Water efficient landscaping should
be introduced, beginning with a soil and climate
analysis to determine the most appropriate
landscape design, including the selection of
indigenous and native-in-character, drought
tolerant plants to reduce irrigation requirements.
Lawn should be restricted to particular areas of
passive and active recreation. Wherever lawn is
used the selected species should be a deep-rooted
variety with low watering requirements (usually
described as "warm season" grasses"). Where

Building shade paired with greenery helps to dramatically cool
an area.
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irrigation is required, high efficiency irrigation
technology with low pressure applications such as
drip, soaker hose, systems with rain shut-off devices
and low volume spray systems should be used. The
efficiency and uniformity of a low water flow rate
reduces evaporation and runoff and encourages
deep percolation. After the initial growth period of
3 to 7 years, irrigation should be limited for drought
tolerant plantings.

i.

Sideyards can incorporate planters, pots, and landscaped
areas.

A yard with flagstone pavers and fountain

Stormwater Management. Runoff from buildings
should be reduced through the reduction in the
overall building footprint. Roof runoff can be
collected and diverted to underground drywells
where water can slowly infiltrate. Drywells are
sloped and located at a distance from the building
foundations. Alternatively, buildings can be
designed with stone streambeds and stone filters,
porous pavers and rainwater gardens adjacent to
the side of the building. Roof runoff is collected into
gutters, which direct water down rain-chains, and
into rock filters. Rock filters and ephemeral graded
stone streambeds further direct stormwater into
the rainwater gardens. The rainwater gardens
are landscaped depressions, where roof runoff
and ground surface runoff is directed, through
grading, into the depression. These gardens filter,
absorb and treat stormwater on site, provide visual
identification, and promote education of residents
through “celebration” of stormwater management.

Stormwater area appropriately integrated within a park.

Rain chains help to divert and store rainwater from gutters

Rain garden on the curb.

Green roofs are used to capture and store water on‐site.

Colorful landscapes with native, drought-tolerant plants and permeable ground cover materials.
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Q. Lighting & Furnishings for Streets and Open Spaces
Streets and other public spaces throughout the VSSP area
must be carefully scaled and detailed for the safety and
comfort of pedestrians. All public lighting and furnishing
should match as closely as possible to that which is in the
Village.

2. Street and Open Space Furnishings
Street furnishings will contribute to the comfort and
human scale of the public spaces throughout the Plan Area,
particularly in the neighborhood centers, plaza, parks and
greens. Wherever possible, furniture that can be relocated
within a seating area is recommended, to provide flexibility
and a sense of ownership of the space by residents and
others.

1. Street and Open Space Lighting. Very simple, lightscale, modern fixtures with high efficiency LED sources
and down-directed “dark sky” cutoff distribution
patterns are appropriate.

a.

Parallel to the recommendations for simple, modern light
fixtures, furnishings may be of a simple, clean, modern
design. Street and open space furnishings may also be of
a more rustic character. To ensure that these styles remain
compatible, the designs for both should be simple, and both
should remain in a limited palette of materials, including
matte metals and wood.

On major streets, existing cobra-head lights will
remain, with new lights illustrated here located
between them at approximately 60 feet on center.
This is about twice the tree spacing, located at the
midpoints between trees.

b. On neighborhood streets, lights should be located

The bike racks used at Claremont McKenna College are simple,
functional and appropriate.

mid-point between every fourth tree (120 feet),
staggered in such a way that there is one light every
60 linear feet of street, alternatively on one side or
the other, not both.

c.

Along streets fronting a park or greenway, singlehead lights must be located along the built edge
of the street at about 90’ on center (at about every
third tree), unless specified otherwise.

d. Any lights in park areas should be integral to the
park design.

This style of simple pendant luminaire is recommended for
most streets, with high efficiency LED lamps and excellent “dark
sky” downward‐directed light distribution.

The existing luminaires in Claremont are well suited to lighting
neighborhood blocks, center plazas and paseos.
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Hardscaped open spaces with programmed areas or
restaurants benefit from movable cafe-style seating.

Public furniture used in Claremont Village may be used in
Village South as well, to help emulate its character.

Art benches are a good option in parks and green areas.

Light, modern furniture is secured or movable within a seating
area or park can project a simple aesthetic.
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Suspended luminaires are aesthetically pleasing and interesting
in parks and plazas.

Plazas may have permanent structures such as gazebos, which
should remain open and easily accessible.

Bicycle corrals should occur between the curbside zone and
the sidewalk at destination points, such as nearby public open
spaces or retail-heavy streets.

Trash receptacles are not exempt from the consistent design
aesthetic. Simple, wooden receptacles like this are great
additions to streets and open spaces.

Craftsman furniture in wide streets does not have to be oriented
in strictly orthogonal orientations, but can begin to form public
rooms with oblique angles.

Street furnishings should make providing shade, especially for
seating and rest areas, a priority.

Street furnishings may vary along a public R.O.W., but should
remain continuous, to encourage continual pedestrian activity.

A modern design that incorporates wood can fit well with rustic
landscaping and design.

Combining rustic materials with clean modern lines is a method
of crafting a coherent Claremont style.

Seating may be designed to demonstrate various levels of
response to the natural environment.

Bollards in parks should be simple, and not detract from the
detail of natural landscaping.

Fountains should not shy away from being creative with rural
aesthetics.
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4.12 Glossary
This section provides definitions of terms and phrases
used in this Code that are technical or that may not reflect
common usage.
If a definition in this section conflicts with a definition in
another provision of the Claremont Municipal Code, these
definitions shall control for the purposes of this Plan. If
a word or phrase used in this Plan is not defined in this
section, or in the Claremont Municipal Code, the Director
shall make a determination, giving deference to common
usage.

1. General Definitions
Access Drive: An on-site right of way that provides vehicular
access to on-site parking.
Best Management Practices: In reference to stormwater
and wetland management, principal control or treatment
techniques of water pollution.
Bicycle Corral: Area devoted to parking bicycles that is
furnished accordingly for such purpose; generally with
racks or any other appropriate furniture.
Block: An area of land separated from other areas by
adjacent streets, railroads, rights of-way, or public areas.
Block-Form Building: A building that is individually as large
as a block or multiple buildings collectively arranged along
a street to form a continuous façade as long as most or all
of a block.
Carport: An open-sided automobile shelter that may be
free standing or attached to a wall.
Community Benefits Building Volume Bonus Program:
The program specific to the VSSP whereby specified
community benefits are provided by the developer in
exchange for the allowance of greater building height in
specified locations.
Director: The Community Development Director of the City
of Claremont, or his/her duly appointed representative.
Driveway: A vehicular lane within a lot that leads to on-site
parking.
Dwelling Unit: A structure or portion thereof which is used
for human habitation.
Elevation: The vertical face of a building from a specified
cardinal direction.
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setback area.

Paseo: A pedestrian walkway through a block. These are
located to reduce walking distances within a neighborhood.

Façade: The foremost building face that is parallel to, and
nearest the front property line.

Primary Building: A building that accommodates the
primary use of the site.

Façade Buildout: The linear percentage of façade required
to meet the front and side-yard setback lines.

Primary Mass: The principal volume of a building, to which
all wings are subordinate.

Fire Lane: an on-site right of way that provides emergency
vehicle access.

Property: A portion of land delineated from others to host
an allowed building type. For the purpose of this code, lot is
synonymous with lot.

Encroachment: Any structure extending into a required

Footprint: The outline of the area covered by the foundation
of a building.
Frontage, Private: Used both to describe the area between
the building façade and the front property line, and the
manner in which that space and the building façade create a
transition between the private spaces of the ground floor of
the building and public space of the street.
Frontage, Public: The area between a front or side street
property line and the vehicular lanes of a thoroughfare.
Ganged Windows:
House-Form Building: A building that is within the range
of size of a small to large house and set apart from other
buildings with setbacks.
Legal Lot: an existing area of land under one ownership
that was lawfully created as required by the Subdivision
Map Act and predecessor ordinances and statutes, and
local ordinances, that can lawfully be conveyed in fee as a
discrete unit separate from any contiguous lot.
Liner: Occupiable space between a public right of way and
parking.
Lot: A portion of land delineated from others to host an
allowed development. For the purpose of this code, lot is
synonymous with property.
Lot Line: A front, side pr rear of a lot. For the purpose of this
code, lot line is synonymous with property line.
Massing: The overall shape or arrangement of the bulk or
volume of a building.
Open Space: An area free of buildings. This code refers to
both on-site open space, which is within a lot and behind the
front property line, and open space, which occurs on public,
or publicly-accessible land.

Property Line: A front, side or rear of a lot. For the purpose
of this code, lot line is synonymous with lot line.
Recessed Entry: An entrance to a building that is set back
from the façade of the building.
Regulating Plan: A series of maps within the development
standards and design guidelines that prescribe and regulate
the locations for zones, overlays, streets, and Public Open
Spaces.
Retail-Ready. (Syn. Flex Unit) A ground-floor residential,
lodging, or office unit with a frontage that is designed to be
easily convertible to a shopfront containing retail/service
use. This entails high ceilings and access design that does
not preclude future commercial ADA compliance.

Shopfront: The portion of a building at the ground floor of
a Building that is made available for retail, service, or other
active use. See Section 4.4.E.
Stoop: A frontage consisting of an exterior stair with a
landing that provides access to building placed close to the
property line.
Story: A habitable floor level within a building, measured
from finish floor of one to the finish floor of the next.
Streets: The thoroughfares required and prescribed in
Section 4.9
Thoroughfare: A linear open space that is part of a mobility
network.
Tier 1: Tier 1 development is all development in the VSSP
that does not elect to participate in the Community Benefits
Building Volume Bonus Program. All Tier 1 developers are
responsible for all Tier 1 community benefits specified in
Table 4.1, and are subject to Figure 4.3.E.1 Building Height
Regulating Plan - Tier 1.
Tier 2: Tier 2 development is all development in the VSSP
that elects to participate in the Community Benefits Building
Volume Bonus Program. All Tier 2 developers are responsible
for whichever Tier 2 community benefits are agreed upon
through the Architectural Review process, and are subject
to the Figure 4.3.E.2 Building Height Regulating Plan - Tier 2.
(See Section 6.9).

Roundabout: An intersection with a central island, around
which vehicular traffic flows without stop signs or traffic
signals.

2. Architectural Definitions

Rowhouse: A building with two or more single-family
dwellings located side by side, with common walls on the
side lot lines, the façades reading in a continuous plan.

Arbor: a shady garden alcove with sides and a roof formed
by trees or climbing plants trained over a latticework or
framework.

Secondary Building: A building located within the rear
yard of a lot, that accommodates a secondary use on the
property (e.g. a garage, tool shed, etc.).

Awning: A cover which projects from a wall of a building
over a window or door, made of canvas, metal or wood,
which may be fixed or retractable.

Setback: The minimum distance of clearance required
between the property line and structure on a lot.

Bay Window: A window that projects from any building
elevation.

Shade tree: a large tree with wide canopy used to create
shade in an environment.

Biofiltration: A pollution-control technique that treats
sewage by passing it through a biofilter, such as a bioswale.
These living biofilters capture and biologically degrade
pollutants.

Shared Parking: Any parking spaces assigned to more than
one use, where persons utilizing the spaces are unlikely to
need the spaces at the same time of day.
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Bioswale: A landscape element designed as a long,
channeled depression for the purpose of concentrating
and removing debris and pollution out of surface runoff
water. It consists of a swaled drainage course with gently
sloped sides (less than 6%) and filled with vegetation, mulch,
compost, and/or riprap.

Juliet balcony: a very narrow balcony, typically with vertical
metal bar railings, fitted to the outside of a building in front
of an upper story pair of full-length operable windows
or French doors. Such balconies are not intended for
occupation, but for the safety of building occupants and as
architectural elements of the façade.

Cast Stone: A masonry product, used as an architectural
feature, trim, ornament or facing for buildings or other
structures. Typically precast concrete, consisting of fine
cement concrete placed in molds, it is less costly and more
uniform than natural stone.

Ogee: A molding formed by two curves, the upper concave
and the lower convex, so forming an S-shaped curve. It may
also be called a cyma reversa. An Ogee arch consists of two
opposed ogee curves meeting in a point at the top, a.k.a. a
Venetian Arch.

Clapboard: wooden siding of a building in the form of

Parapet: A low guarding wall at the edge of a roof that
either provides a barrier edge for a flat roof or roof terrace,
or conceals from street view a sloping roof on the building.

horizontal boards, often overlapping.
Cornice: Any projecting ornamental molding that finishes or
crowns the top of a building, wall, door or window.
Curtain walls: In a framed building, an exterior wall, typically
mostly glass, having no structural function. An exterior wall
supported wholly by the structural frame of a building and
carrying no loads other than its own weight and wind loads.
Dormer: A small roofed volume with a window that projects
from a sloping roof, parallel to the building façade, allowing
light and ventilation into the room directly under the roof.
Dormers typically have their own small roof forms projecting
from sloping roof.
Dropsiding: Weatherboarding having its upper edges
narrowed to fit into grooves or rabbets in its lower edges,
and its backs flat against the sheathing or studs of the wall.
Entablature: Generally the top pieces of a building elevation,
spanning an assembly that may be one or more stories.
In classical architecture, it is the entire horizontal piece
that spans a row of columns. It is divided into architrave,
frieze, and cornice, with rules guiding the appearance of
each according to an Order. In contemporary architecture,
simplified allusions to the traditional architrave-friezecornice makeup that maintain similar proportions are
common.
Gabion: a cage, cylinder, or box filled with rocks, concrete,
or sometimes sand and soil for use in civil engineering, road
building and landscaping.

Wall-pack (Lighting): Powerful light fixtures that are
typically installed on the building façade in outdoor locations
of commercial buildings. Yard: the portions of a lot which,
following the prescriptions of the urban regulations, remain
free of structures, except that streetwalls, porches, terraces,
and decks may be specifically permitted to encroach upon
them.
Woonerf: A street with no curbs (zero grade), usually around
30' wide, where pedestrians and cars share the same space.
Traffic calming techniques are usually implemented to
protect pedestrians and slow down cars.
Zaguan: A passageway leading from the right of way to a
court.

Pier: a vertical structural support, such as the wall between
two openings; a vertical member that supports the end of an
arch or lintel; an auxiliary mass of masonry used to stiffen
a wall.
Porch: An unenclosed roofed structure attached to the
façade of a building.
Porte Cochère: A roofed structure covering a driveway
at the side entrance of a front-accessed house to provide
shelter while entering or exiting a vehicle. A porte cochère
is open on three sides and supported by columns or posts,
rather than walls. Porte cochères are different from carports
in which vehicles stay parked; in a porte cochère, the vehicle
passes through to the rear parking, stopping only for a
passenger to get out. A porte cochère may have habitable
space at the second floor level, in which case the structure
shall not encroach into the applicable side setback.
Rubble Stone: a.k.a. rubble masonry, is the use of rough,
unhewn stone in the construction of walls. It may or may
not use mortar, depending on the structural purpose of the
rubble stone wall.
Transom: a horizontal crosspiece across the top of a
doorway or window. Transom windows are hosted within
the transom, with at least a horizontal window/door frame
separating the transom window from the door or window
assembly below.

Garden Wall: A low masonry wall enclosing a yard or
portions of a yard, typically located at or near the property
line.
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